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INTRODUC TION 

The data and theoretical treatment contained in 

this thesis is the continuation of a series of 

researches instituted to investigate the equil-

ibria existing in oertain gaseous-aqueous systems. 

In this work the vapor pressures ani electrolytic 

conductivities of aqueous solutions of sulphur 

dioxide, carbon dioxide, and ammonia have been 

measured with greater precision than ever before 
o a over a temperature range from 0 c. to 25 C. and 

over a conoentration range where their respective 

vapor pressures do not exceed one atmosphere. 

From the data thns derived, equilibria relations 

have been calcula ted and certain ohanges have been 

made in the mode of theoretical prooedure involved 

in this type of calculation. 

Sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, and ammonia 

are very common materials and are widely used in 

nany indus tries. It is amazing, when a searoh is 

made in the literature, to find that the data,which 

1s of suoh eoonomio interest, is either lacking or 

inaccurate. Ferhaps the sulphur dioxide-water 

system has been investigate more thoroughly than 

the other two. 

The solubility of sulphur dioxide in water was 

determined by Hudson (1) working at approximately 
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o atmospherio pressure and temperatures up to 90 c. 
Sims (2), working at pressures up to 200oms. and 

o temperatures up to 50 C., measured the vapor 

pressures with a considerable amount of aocuraoy. 

Enckell (3) and Oman (4) measured solubilities up 
o 

to 90 C., Enokell using less exact methods than 

Oman. Enckell also measured the solubility of 

sulphur dioxide in other solutions such as calcium 

bisulphite, sodium sulphate plus hydrochlorio aCid, 

and sulphuric acid. Vapor pressure measurements of 

solutions of sulphur dioxide in water, and in water 

plus various amounts of bases were made by Smith and 

Parkhurst (5). 

Ostwald (6) and Barth (7) oarried out invest

igations on the conduotivity of 802 solutions. 

McRae and Wilson (8) determined partition coeffio

ients of sulphur dioxide between water and chloroform. 

Walden and Centnerszwer (9) made freezing point 

determinations. Drucker (10) combined the results 

of the four previous investigations to calculate 

the so oalled dissociation oonstant. Ke~ and Bauer 

(11) measured freezing points and conductivities. 

Fulda (12) gives figures for the dissociation 
o 0 

constant at temperatures from 2 C. to 50 C. These 

he has oaloulated from the heat of dissociation data 
h 

of ~omsen (13) and Berthelot (14). Lindner (15) 
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reviews and disousses these papers and has also 
o made determinations of vapor pressure at 0 c. , 

o 0 25 C., and 50 o. on four solutions ranging in 

ooncentration from 0.05% to 3.8%. He also made 

oonductivity measurements of the following 801-

utions:- 6.20% at temperatures from 0°0. to 

39.9°0.; 3.24% at temperatures from 12.1°0. to 
o 6 ,6.7 0.; 0.34% at temperatures from 9.5 C. to 
o 0 69.9 0.; 0.05% at temperatures from 0 C. to 
o 70., c. 

Any other available data on sulphur dioxide has 

been obtained in this laboratory. C. Maass (16) made 

vapor pressure and conduotivity measurements over 
o all possible conoentrations below 27 c. 

The range of most interest to those conoerned 

with the sulphite process of oooldng wood pulp is 

that between O~ and 6% conoentration and at 100°0. 

or slightly above. This range has been covered by 

W.B. Campbell and O. Maass (17) in this laborato~. 

The apparatus used by these investigators was 

designed to measure pressures up to four atmo~heres 

and hence did not give precise measurements at the 

lower pressures. Their reaction chamber was small 

whioh also tended to out down the precision and the 

maximum ooncentration attained was only 8~. 
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In order to obtain a true measure of the equilibria, 

as will be seen later, it is necessary to have a 

oomparatively large variation in the water conoent

ratio~ In the present work concentrations as high 

as 14% sulphur dioxide were attained whioh gave 

approximately twice the variation in the water 

concentration that was reached by Oampbell. 

O~bell and Maass admit that the values of their 

equilibria oonstants are only approximate. The 

aim of this work was to arrive at a true evaluation 

of these constants and to investigate the type of 

equilibria existing at the lower temperatures. 

Oonsiderable data is available for oarbon 

dioxide. Bohn (26) working over a te~erature 

range of 0° to 60°0. and over a vapor pressure 

range of 27 to 140 ems. has determined the Henry's 

Law constanta. Findlay and Creighton (27) measured 

the solubility of OC2 in water and the effect of 

fine suspensions on the solubility. Findlay and 

Williams (28) determined the solubility of CO2 in 

water at pressures lower than one atmosphere. 

Findlay and Shan (29) investigated the effect of 

colloids and fine suspensions on the solubility of 

CO2 in water. The results were in harmony with 

Henry'S Law. Findlay and Howell (30) measured the 

vapor pressures of CO2 in pure water and in staroh 
o 

solutions at 25 C. for pressures from 272 to 960 m.m. 
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Buch (31) determined the solubility of CO2 in water 

at temperatures between 17° and 20°0. and oalculated 

the absorption ooeffioients. Just (32) working at 
o 25 C. determined Henry's Law oonstant and obtained 

a value whioh agreed well with that of Bohr (26) 

but differed from the rest. 

Conduotivity data for carbon dioxide is not 

quite so plentiful. Data due to Knox (34), Pfeiffer 

(35) and Walker and Cormaak (36) is reviewed in a 

oonoise manner by Kendall (33) who also supplies 

considerable data. The above e~erimenters worked 

at temperatures from 0° to 25°0. and oonoentrations 

up to 0.08 gram mole per litre. The data due to 

Kendall (33) agrees very well with that due to 

Walker and Cormack (36) but does not oompare favor

ably with that of Pfeiffer (35) or Knox (34). 

Wilke (37) attempts to e~la1n the equilibria of 

C02 in water solutions. He determined the dissoo

ia.tion constants by oonduoti vi ty measurements at 

various temperatures and showed H2C03 to be a very 

weak aoid. Carbonio acid is shown to be a sensitive 

compound and is decomposed by alight influences suoh 

as the ourrent used for measurement. 
o 

Vapor pressures of solutions of ammonia at 0 ; 

20° and 40°0. and up to 3640 m.m. have bean measured 

by NeUhausen and :Patrick (43). Foote and Brinkley(¥;l)} 
o 0 

working at 10 and 20 C.,determ1ned the vapor pressures 
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up to 1500 m.m. As a side issue they investigated 

the equilibrium in the system ammonia: ammonium 

nitrate; and ammonium thiocyanate with the object of 

discovering what proportions of these substanoes were 

most effioient in absorbing ammonia from gas mixtures 

Ferman (22) has also covered the lower range of vapor 

pressures. 

Kanolt (38) determined the ionization oonstant 
o 0 0 of ammonium hydroxide at 0 t 18 , and 25 C. Lunden 

(39) has measured the affinity coefficients of 

ammonia solutions between 15° and 40°0. and conduot-
o 0 

iwities between 10 and 50 C. in dilute solutions. 

Noyes and Kato (40) measured the oonduotivity and 
o 

determined the ionization up to 156 C. using a steel 

bomb lined with platinum electrodes wn10h were 

insulated away from the walls. Burke (41) invest

igated the ionization of aqueous solutions of ammonia 

in the ~reBenoe of urea to find if an ammonia-urea 

complex were formed. The results showed that euch 

appeared to be the case. Specific oonductivity data 

is also provided by Kohlrau8oh (21). 

The density of ammonia solutions up to 40% 
o 0 

oonoentration and between -15 and 25 o. have been 

determined by Niohola and Wheeler (19) and Baud and 

Gay (20). 

A general Sllmmary of the work oarri ad out by 

other investigators on all three systems shows Qon-
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aiderable lack of agreement apart from the total 

lack of data in certain concentration and t~erature 

regions. One ~eoial souroe of controversy is to be 

found, not in the accuracy of actual pressure or 

oonductivi ty measurements., but rather in the determin

ation of the concentration factor. Speoial emphasis 

is laid, in the experimental work to be described, on 
the elimination of all doubt as to the true concentrat

ions, and of true equilibria having been reached bet

ween the gaseous and liquid phase. This may have been 

another source of discrepanoies obtained by other 

investigators. 

It would lead too far afield to give a detailed 

aocount of all theories that have been put forward 

in connection with the equilibria existing in the 

various systems investigated. Due to the fact that 

the work herein contained is a continuation ol the 

worm begun by O. Maass (16) and Campbell and Maass 

(17), as far as sulphur dioxide is concerned, it is 

convenient to overlap their work as far as it was 

oarried out. On the experimental side this will be 

done by the oomparision of refinements and improve

ments that have been made. The need for the extreme 

preoision is brought out by the following review of 

the theoretioal considerations as they have been 
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developed so far. It will be seen that previous data 

is not adequate in testing it out. 

In this theoretioal discussion, terms peouliar 

to solutions of snlphur dioxide will be use~ This 

disoussion will oontain the maj or number of steps 

necessary in dealing with gaseous-aqueous equilibria 

and all the steps necessary for sulphur dioxide as 

evolved by the above experimenters. However, certain 

oharao.teristlc8, depending on the gas under oonsider

ation, neoessitate minor ohanges in the mathematioal 

treatment. These pecularities will be dealt with in 

disoussing the respective systems in later seotions. 

In aqueous solutions of sulphur dioxide there 

are three major and one minor equilibria existing. 

The partial pressure of the sulphur dioxide above 

the solution is in equilibrium with the uncombined 

gas in the solution, 

(So~ sOln. = H EoJgas (1) 

and sinoe the partial pressure of the gas above the 

solution is a measure of the ooncentration of the 

gas in the vapor 

[SO~SOln. = Hp (2) 

where p is the partial pressure of the gaseous 

sulphur dioxide and H is a constant (Henry's constant). 

The sulphur dioxide molecules in the solution are 
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in equilibrium with sulphurous acid and may be 

represent ad 

H20 + 502 , • H2S03 

and applying the mass law 

[iI2~ [Soil = Kl[H2SojJ (4 ) 

The sulphurous aoid in solution is ionized to 

a oertain extent and is in equilibrium with its ions 

and assuming that the Ostwald dilution law holds in 

this case 

(6 ) 

A further ionization is possible aocording to 

the equation 
+ ~ + = 

H + HS~ ~ 2H + S~ (7) 

but this ionization is so small it may be safely 

negleoted. 

The problem now presented is the evaluation of 

the constants Ht KIt and K2• Frevious investigators 

have mere~y oaloulated the apparent dissociation 

constant obtained by the assumption that all the 

sulphur dioxide in the solution is combined with 

That is 

(~2S~J + ~oil) 
water to form H2S03• 

[Rj [HSOiJ = Ka 

= Ka ~o~ [H2g + ~oJ 
Kl 
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then since 

grj 6rs03J = ~ [~so~ 
= X2 [SOg] ~~ 

Xl 

the relation beiwe en Xl t ~ t and Ka is 

Ke. = ~ [~~ 
kc 

-K1.t-[H20J -

( 8) 

The first attempt at the actual evaluation of 

the constanta was made by O. Maass (16) as follows:-

0H20 = [~~ + ~SO~ of- ~803J 

0S02 : [SO~ + [~80~ + [HSOi] 

On subtraoting (10) from (11) 

[ ~oJ = 0H20 - 0S02 + ~O~ 

: 0H20 - 0SO! + Hp 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

--------"' 
0SO! = [s~-fr.so~ [H2~ + Ka ~O~ 

-.. 

and substituting (12) 

ox: 
1 

0S02 = Hp 1 + 0H!O - Os~ +Hp + KaRp 1 + 0H20 - 080! + Hp 
Q 

(13) 
I 
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This equation oontains two unknowns H and Xl. 

The value of Ka was obtained from conductivity meas

urements. By taking two values of OS~ at any one 

tempetrature and the oorresponding pressures 1 t is 

pos8ible to arrive at the value of H and KIt and 

hence K2, the true dissociation constant. It must 

be remembered at this pOint. however, ~at to get 

an accurate evaluation of the oonstants there must 

be considerable variation in the water concentration, 

as was mentioned previously. Vapor pressures must 

also be measured ver,y aocurately. For the above 

reasons O. Maass (16) was only able to arrive at 

apprOximate values of the oonstants. It was found 

from the oaloulations that at 1;°0. the amount of 

unoombiaed 502 in the solution am~ted to about 

2~ of the total amaant dissolved, whereas at 23°0. 

the amount of unoombined S02 was about 50'/0 of the 

total, that is, XJ. increased rapidly with temp

erature. This was for a solution of 5~ ooncent

ration in eaoh case. The value of the trne diss-

ociation constant was found to be apprOximately 0.02 

and di d not change ma.ch wi th temperature. It will 

be shown later from this work that all previous data 

below 12°0. has been at fault. 

Oampbell and Maass (17) made a someWhat different 

use of their data. H2S03 may be assumed to behave 
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as a strong acid. This ia reasonable because the 

organio Bulphonio aoids are strong acids. They 

a8~e tnat H2S03 is almost completely ionized. 

Then instead of oonsidering that water and sulphur 

dioxide combine to form ~S03 whioh in turn diss .. 

ociates into its iOns. the meohanism may be oon-
-t

sidered analogous to the formation of NH4 from 
+ 

NH3 + H and the reaction wri tten thus: 
-.' -~ -t- - + 

802 + o.H.:;. -t- H cP! lIS03 -r- H 

The extent of the reaction will be determined by the 

equilibrium expressed as follows: 

~O~ ~Hj : X3 [lIS03] 

and [Hj ~H~ ; ~ [H2 oj 
o omb1ning these 

~o~ ~Hj: E0g] XW ~2~ = X3 ~03J 
or &j 

[HJ [HSOJ : x. ~o~ r2~ 
X, 

: Xb (os'\ -0803J) [~oJ (14) 

also -
@O~ = 0S02 - ~803J = Hp (15) 

(15) 
Equat10nAmay be derived from (13) as follow8:~ 

Equation (13) may be written 

+ ~cfl of- [HS03 J (13a) 

'It 
1 

If in the first plaoe Kl is large. or seoondly [~<D 
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considered to be oonstant, (13) then beoomes 

05°2 .:: Hp +- {!:S03J 

or 
°s~ -~03J = Hp 

At high temperatures the first is tru.e and at low 

concentrations the second ia true, 80 that the data 

obtained by Oampbell and Maass (17) 1s not adequate 

to distinguish between equation (13) and (15). 

When the data of Oampbell and Maass was used 

and p, the partial pressure of 802' was plotted 

against the values of CS~ - [HS03J a straight line 

was obtained as was required by equation (15). It 

must not be oonoluded though that no H2S03 exists 

as suoh sinoe the range of dilution in their work 

at high temperatures i& not great enough to affect 

the proport1ona11 ty of ~50~ to @o~ when [~O] 
1s oonstant. At any rate it would be too small to 

be evident in the plot. In this oase two oonstanta 

instead of three are used to express the equilibria, 

I. e, H and Kb. Rb, obtained in equation (14), 

bears a relation to the apparent dissooiation 

oonstant through the following equations: 

[Hj [HS03 J = Ka (0502 - [HS03 J ) 
: Kb (OS02 - [Ha°3 j) [~oJ 

Hence 



It may be emphasized again that the measure

ments at high temperatures will be in aocord with 

equation (15) beoause the equilibrium given by 

equation (4) is shifted to the left by rise in 

temperature as indicated by the data of C. Maass (16). 

Wright (23) and Baly and Bailley (24) showed by means 

of absorption spectra that free 502 exists in the sol

ution whioh 1s in agreement wit h this idea. 

From th e above summary of previous work it is 

seen that measurements of greatest possible precision 
o carried out at temperatures below 25 C. are essential 

in the determination of the true equilibria. 

There is another reason for oarrying out the 

work to be described apart from the use in the theory. 

All three systems investigated are of a partic·ular 

interest from a commerc1alpo1nt of view. The import

ance of sulphur dioxide is emphasized in the sulphite 

cooking of wood pulp, in eleotrioal refrigeration, as 

a disinfeotant and preservative. Carbon dioxide is 

ofimportanoe to the manufacturers of carbonated 

beverages, while ammonia has a host of uses, the main 

one at the present time being that of a refrigerant. 

The importanoe of this type of researoh has been 

proven since the publishing of the work oarried out 

by Oampbell and Maass (17). A paper oompany has 

informed the experimenters that by taking into acoount 
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their theoretical results it has been possible to 

get a 10% greater yield from their sulphite oook. 

An increased effioiency of this order is oertainly 

worth while and establishes the value of this type 

of work. 

The follOWing section will contain a co~lete 

discussion of the apparatus and the experimental 

work with the exception of the respective purif

ioations of each gas studied. Three sections will 

then be devoted to the presentation of the exper

imental results obtained for sulphur dioxide, carbon 

dioxide and mnmonia re~ectively as well as the 

theoretical treatment, the corresponding theoretical 

data, and discussions of the intrinsic value of the 

data. In conclusion a summar.y of the entire researoh 

wi 11 be present ed. 



EXPERIMENTAL SECTION -
The experimental part of this research may convenient

ly be divided into three sections for purposes of 

discussion. They are as follows:-

1. Explanation of apparatus 

(a) Evacuating system. 

(b) Gas ~urification apparatus. 

(0) Volume measuring apparatus and calibrations. 

(d) Thermostatic oontrol and other electrioal 

systems. 

(e) Type of conductivity cell used. 

(f) Conductivity apparatus. 

(g) Vapor pressure measurement. 

2. Freparation of solutions. 

3. Type calculation. 

1. (a) Ev~ouatip~ Slstem. 

It was possible to evaouate the system in three 

ways; by means of a Hyvao pump, a water pump, or a 

Langmuir diffusion pump baoked by a Hyvao. At the 

time of drawing the accompanying diagram an au tomatic 

Toepler pump was being used but this was later re

placed by the Langmuir diffusion pump. With the 

latter it was possine to evacuate the whole system 

to 1/1000 of a millimeter in half an hour. 

The water pump was used mainly in altering the 
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FIGURE 1. 
• , I 
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levels of the meroury in the manometers Ml am ~ 
as indicated in the diagram. 

The Langmuir diffu.sion pump was found to be of 

exceedingly great value in obtaining and maintaining 

a good vacuum for the manometers Ml and M2, the left 

hand manometer arm being the evacuated one in each 

case. The McLeod Guage~) was used for low pressure 

measurements. 

(b) Gas Furlficat1 0r~ ;A;I>paz:atus. 

The gas to be used in this work in the case of 

sulphur dioxide and ammonia was obtained in liquid 

form in steel cylinders indicated by (0) in the 

diagram. The gas was transferred from the metal to 

the glass system by a "steel to glass" DeKhotinsky 

seal. The gas was allowed to pass through stopcock 

T3 and was condensed by a carbon diOxide-ether 

mixture in Fl - From 11 it was distilled into F2t 

from F2 to F3 and from F3 to F4 rejecting "heads" 

and "tails" at each distillation. F4 is the storage 

bulb in whioh the gas is held for fUture use. (X) 

is a rough manometer whioh served two purposes. It 

acted as a safety valve during the sucoessive 

distillations of the gas.and also gave a measure of 

the vapor pressure of the gas which was a check on 

the rate of distillation. 
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(0) Vol~me MeasuriE! Apparatus and Calibrations. 

The volume measuring apparatus oonsisted of 

volumes VI t V2 and the connectign tubing bounded 

by st~cocka Tgt T9, T19 and the level Ll on 

manometer MI - The left arm of the manometer Ml 

was evaouated and the right ar.m was always read at 

the level L1• This was effected by alternately 

evaouating and compressing the air in the volume 

below the two-way st~oock TIl until the correct 

level was obtained. The pressure was then given 

by the difference of level of the two columns • 
• 

It was a B~le matter to calibrate the volumes 

VI and V2 by weighing them empty and then filled 

with water and applying the necessar.y corrections. 

To calibrate the connecting tubing was slightly 

more d1 fficul t and was done in tw 0 ways. The first 

method was by pressure ohanges. The volumes Vl and 

V2 having already been oalibrated were filled wi th 

dry air to a known pressure. The connecting tubing 

was then oompletely evacuated and by opening T15 or 

T16 or both t a known volume of ai r at a kno\Vn 

pressure was allowed to expand into the connecting 

tubing. The pressure in each case was read on 

manometer MI. Then from the relation 



or X = PI VI .. P2 V1 

~P2 I ~ I ~ 

where Pl: pressure in vo lume V1 in ems. of Hg. 

Vl = volume of bulb Vl inc.oms. 

X : volume of oonnecting tubing. 

P2 = pressure in system after expansion. 

it is possible to calculate X. In all of these 

calibrations the temperature must be constant. 

The other method of oalibration of the conneot-

ing tubing was as follows. The tubing was filled 

with sulphur dioxide at a known temperature and 

pressure. This gas was frozen out into a small 

bulb using liquid air and the weight of the gas 

was determined. 

pv 

In the relationship 
W = - RT M 

the only unknown is V and this may be calculated. 

This method ohecked satisfactorily with the "pressure 

ohange" method. The oalibrati one gave the follo'W1ng 

values for the volumes 

V1 ••••••••••••••••••••••• ,87.82 c.c. 

VE ••••••••••••••••••••••• 17,.69 c.o. 

V4 (. connecting tubing ) 90.,6 0.0. 

The last figure in each of the above val~es is 

doubtful. 

The volumes VI and V2 were immersed in a thermo

stat in order to obtain aocurate temperature readings 
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for the 0 ontained gas. 

(d) Thermostatio Oontrol and other Efectricial JSyste~. 

In working with aqueous solutions of gases temp

erature control 1s an important factor. This is due 

to the tact that the temperature ooeffioient of the 

vapor pressures of such solutions is fairiy high and 

varies from gas to gas. 
o A 10 C. change in an 11.5% 

solution of sulphur dioxide changes the vapor press

ure bY' 35%. A. similar temperature ohange in an 

aqueous solution of ammonia causes a 50% ohange in 

the vapor pressure. Fo r a 0.06% solution of oarbon 

dioxide a ~OoC. change in temperature causes a 25% 

ohange in vapor pressure. Hence it may be easily 

concluded that the solution temperature must be 

maintained accurately to ! .05°0. 

In the diagram of the apparatus (p) represents 

the thermostat. This oontains a stirrer (N), an 

electric heater (K)t and a ther.moregulator (J). 

The heater oonsists of a coil of nichrome wire 

immersed in glycol1ne in a pyrex tube. 

The thermoregulator (J) is the "toluene over 

merourrl type. Inside the two bulbs and fitting 

olosely against the walls are COils of copper gauze 

to increase the heat conductivity and hence the 

sensitivity. This regnlator may be adjusted to any 

temperature below the boiling point of toluene by 

means of the meroury well on the right side. This 
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allows the meroury to have practioally the same 

level in the capillary at any temperature and obviates 

the need of adding or withdrawing meroury when a diff

erent temperature is desired. Ihe temperature could 
o 

be regulated to ~O.02 O. which was sufficiently 

accurate for the pu~oBes of this research. 

The wiring arrangement wi th the thermoregulator 

was of the usual type. The regulator operated a 

relay which in turn made or broke the ourrent through 

the heater. 

Due to the fact that it was necesBa~ to work 

through a closed system and also that it was very 

essential to have adequate stirring maintained in the 

conduotivity oell an eleotromagnetic stirrer was used. 

This was operated by two solenOids, a large one (B2) 

and a smaller one (Bl ). (B2 ) was kept permanently 

in circuit thereby lifting the stirrer to the desired 

distance from the bottom of the oell. The current 

throu.gh (B2) was regnlated by the bank of lamps (L2). 

The ourrent through (Bl ) was regnlated by the bank of 

lamps (L3). and was muoh greater than the current 

through (B2). This circuit was alternately made and 

broken by the automatic merc.ry valve (Q). Thus 

the stirrer moved up and down but never struck 

bottom. This was a partioularly good point since 

the stirrer was large due to the large size of the 
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cell and a fairly heavy iron core was neoessary to 

lift it. The fact that it did not strike bottom 

obviated the possibility of either breaking the 

stirrer or knocking the hottom out of the cell. 

When necessary the stirrer could be lowered gently 

to the bottom of the cell by gradually decreasing 

the current through (B2). 

The automatic mercury valve (Q) deserves a 

word of expla~tion, it being a very efficient part 

of the apparatus. The valve operates as fo11ows:

Vacuum, as supplied by a water pump, is ~p1ied as 

indicated and meroury uses in (1) and (2) until the 

mercury in the U tube drops below the tip of (1). 

Air rushes in at the base of this tube and forces 

the mercury over into (2) from which it Siphons back 

into the U tube and the cycle continues. At the 

beginning of the stroke the mercury level in the U 

tube is at tv) but during the stroke it .drops to ~) 

thereby breaking the circuit with the terminal (a). 

Tha meroury surface is oovered to a good depth with 

water to prevent aroing. By regu.lating the vacuum 

and the depth to which the tube (1) dips into the 

mercur.y it is possible to obtain from 30 to 60 

breaks per minute. 



(e) TYFE OF CONDUCTIVITY CELLS USED. 

It is quite obvious that in this work an ord .. 

inary type of conductivity cell would be useless. 

A oe11 had to be designed Whioh was vaouum tight 

and which would have its electrodes so placed as to 

permit of oontinuous stirring without injury to the 

eleotrodes. It had to be strong, resistant to 

ohemioal aotion, and the temperature ooeffioient of 

its cell constant negligible. 

A cell of the general type (E) (in the diagram) 

was construoted. (D) 1s the electromagnetic stirrer, 

(01) and (02) are platinized platinum eleotrodes, 

connection being made to the conduotivity apparatus 

by means of mercury wells. (H) is an ou.tlet through 

which the conductivity water is distilled into the 

cell. The di stillation will be discussed Ja tar. 

The conductivity cell was made of pyrex glass, 

it being the most resistant to chemical action. The 

body of the cell had a diameter of 3.5 oms. with a 

1.5 m.m. wall, and was 12 cms. high. In order that 

the stirrer (D) would not interfere with the eleotrodes 

they were set in "bay windows" as is illustrated in 

the diagram. The platinum parts projected slightly 

inside the main wall of the cell but were at a safe 

distance from the stirrer. 

Until about five years ago muoh 41ffioulty had 

been experienced in making gas tight seals with glass 
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Rnd the base metals. However the technique of this 

was developed by W.G. Housekeeper(~7) of the Westar.n 

E~eotrio Research Laboratories. His technique was 

used by Oampbell and Maass (17) t previOUS workers in 

this laboratory, and this research benefited by their 

experiences. 

The electrodes for this work were IJBde by fusing 

ver.1 thin platinum f011, of about 0.00007 ems. thiok

ness, into a pyrex tUbe, of about 0.75 oms. diameter, 

until it was molten. The two walls were then pressed 

together with the platinnm fo1l sandwiched between 

them. Easily 50% of the electrodes made in this way 

were satisfaotory. Eaoh eleotrode was tested out 

separately before it was placed in the cell to see 

that it was vaouum tight. 

The eleotrodes were carefully platinized and 

the cell oonstant was determined using tenth and 

hundredth normal potassium ohloride which was re

orystallized three times before being used. 

In the manufacture of the oell the glass blowers 

did not follow the ~ecifieat10ns rigorously and an 

insufficient distance was left between the upper 

electrode 01 and the neok of the cell. For this 

reason the cell oonstant varied depending on the 

height of the solution in the oe1l. After this was 

noted five etohings were made on the wall of the 

cell at regular intervals above the top electrode 



and a cell constant was determined for eaoh of these 

levels. The amount of the liquid was regulated eo 

that it never rose above level #5. 

In the oaloulation of the oell constant the data 

due to Noyes (25) and his co-workers was taken as a 

standard. This is considered to be the most aocuxate 

measurement of the specific oonduot&noe of potassium 

chloride. The oell oonstant values are given below:-

Level Cell Constant 
I 

1 0.9759 

2 0.9738 

3 0.9718 

4 0.9714 

5 0.9714 

It will be noted that beyond level #4 the oell constant 

does not ohange. This level is a:b out 2.5 ems. above 

the upper eleotrode. The cell oonstant had no measur~ 

able temperature ooeffioient over the temperature 

range at Which this work was carried out, i.e., 
o 0 

between 0 C. and 25 o. 
Due to the fact that ver.r thin platinnm foil 

was used in the eleotrodes it was easily predicted 

that the lead resistanoe would be appreoiable. This 

was calculated from the cell oonstant data as follows:-

K+r • -
C8.L 



--

where K = cell c one tant 

0Sl : specifio conductivity of O.lN KCL 

OS2 = 
Rml : 
Rm2 : 

" " 
measured resistanoe of 

" II " 
r : lead resistance 

" O.OIN KOL 

O.lN !COL 

O.DIN KCL 

Sinoe there are two equations with two unknowns, 

and since K is the same in each case, r may be 

oaloulated. It was found to be 0.418 ohms. 

The cell mentioned above and illustrated in 

the apparatus diagram was used for carbon dioxide 

and sulphur dioxide. However it could not be used 

fOr an~onia as there was insufficient room for ex-

pansion. aITmonia being much more soluble in water 

than sulphur dioxide or carbon dioxide. It was 

necessary to design a new cell to accommOdate a 

large volume expansion. and this was done main-

tain1ng as far as possible the design of the original 

cell which had been f~d to be very satisfactor.y. 

This cell was made by the writer and the dimensions 

were such that one cell constant held for all levels 

attained by the solutions in the cell. The initial 

amount of water used in this latter oell was 21 c.c. 

and the maximnm volume was 44 c.o. In the original 

cell the amount of water used was 119 c.c. amdthe 
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maximum volume was 130 o. c. 

In the sulphur dioxide measurements the utmost 

precision possible was required. This was faoilitated 

by using a oonduotivity oell with a large volume there

by diminishing the peroentage error in the preparation 

of the solutions. The oell used in this work (volume 

120 to 130 c.o.) was six or seven times larger than 

any used by previous experimenters. 

The cell constant of the ammonia cell was 9.716. 

The oel1 was designed to have a large oe11 constant 

in order that it might be used to maasure the 

oonduotivity of aqueous solutions of ·hydrogen chloride 

at a future date. At the higher concentrations low 

resistanoes will be measured and this large cell 

oonstant will increase the accuracy of the measurement. 

(f) CoD4uctivity Apparatus. 

The apparatus for the measurement of the electro

lytic conduotivities of the solutions in question con

sisted of a Leeds and Northrup Kohlrausch slide wire, 

two banks of Curtiss-wound resistance oOila one read

ing in steps of 1 ohm from 1 ohm to 1000 ohms, aId 

the other in banks of thousands reading up to 40,000 

ohms. These resistanoes were checked against standard 

coils and were found to be satisfactory. The slide 

wire was also oalibrated and gave satisfactory results. 

A condenser with a maximum capacity of 0.00012 M.R. 



was shunted acrOBS the resistance terminals in order 

to balance out any capacity that might exist in the 

oe11 at low concentrations when the water was more of 

a dielectrio than a conductor. This aided in giVing 

better end-points. 

A Vreeland oscillator operating on a frequency 

of 1000 cycles was used as the source of current. 

This oscillator gives a pure sine wave with no 

harmonics. 

One end of the slide wire was grounded to the 

plumbing in the laboratory. At no time were any 

body oapacity effects noted. A two stage radio 

amplifier was used in the phone circuit. This gave 

much more sensitive end-points and inoreased the 

accuraoy of the conduotivity measurements. 

(g) Vapor :Pressure lyleasurement. 

It will be shown in the di sensei on of th e resul ts 

that in order to obtain an acourate mathematical ex

preSSion of the equilibria existing in gaseous

aqueous solutions the vapor pressures must be measured 

with the greatest possible acouracy. It is for this 

reason mainly that this researoh has not acoomplished 

all that was desired of it. With the means at our 

disposal it was possible to measure vapor pressures 

to within 0.02 oms. It would have been muoh better 

to have measured them to 0.01 cms. or even 0.005 oms. 

The pressure gu.age (~), was equipped with a 
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glass mirror scale. This was standardized against 

an invar scale and found to be exceedingly accurate. 

The vapor pressure was always read at a oonstant 

level ~2)' the guage being manipulated similarly to (Ml ). 

In calculating the co~centrations of the solut

ions in the cell it was necessary to know the volume 

of the dead space bounded by the surface of the sol

ution in the oell, (T19 ) , and the level (L2). This 

volum varied with the level of the liquid in the 

cell. The volume of the dead space was calibrated 

by sealing the dr,y, empty cell into the system and 

arriving at its volume by pressure changes as was 

done in the calibration of the conneoting tubing in 

section (0). The volume of the cell was obtained by 

running water into the oe11 from a burette. This 

volume could be checked to 0.1 c.o. The volume of 

the dead space was then obtained by subtracting the 

volume of water in the cell from the total dead spaoe 

volume. The results are given be low: -

Level Vol. of Cell Vol. of Dead Space 

1 118.7 o. o. 109.5 0.0. 

2 121.6 tI 106.6 II 

3 124.9 It 103.6 II 

4 127.3 " 100.7 " 
5 130.1 II 97.6 t1 
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2. Preparation of Solu.tions. 

The acourate preparation of aqueous solutions 

of gases involves many difficulties and ve~ careful 

technique. In the case of sulphur d1 oxide m ich is 

easily oxidizable the solution must be absolutely 

free of air. Care must be taken to prevent water 

vapor from entering the gas me asuring system. The 

system must be absolutely vacuum tight in order to 

prevent errors in vap or pressure measurement occas-

ioned by small quantities of air leaking in. Also 

the apparatus must be such that it will withstand 

internal pressures of greater than one atmosphere 

which are met wi th during the injeotion of the gas 

into the oonductivity cell. 

The first step in the preparation of the sol

utions was to obtain good conductivity water and 

get it into the oell in as pure a state as possible. 

To do this a pyrex distillation oell, whioh had 

previously been thoroughly cleaned and dried, was 

sealed on to the arm (H) of the conduotivity cell. 

Distilled water was injeoted into this oell from a 

weight pipette, the cell was sealed and the water 

frozen with a dry ice-ether mixture. The system 

was then evacuated by opening (T19) which connected 

the two cella to the evacuating system. The ioe was 

allowed to melt, (T19) being closed after evacuation, 

and any residual air was extracted from the water. 
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The water was frozen again and evacuation was continued. 

This process was twice repeated to insure the complete 

removal of any residual air. Finally the conductivity 

cell was surrounded by an ice pack and the water was 

distilled into it very sl~vly, the prooess taking at 

least twelve hours. The distillation cell was then 

removed by sealing it off at the constriction above 

(H), at the same time sealing the cell. During the 

distillation the U tube (8) was filled with mercury. 

In this way the distillation was carried out in a 

system free from stop cooks. 

At the beginning of eaoh I'tln the conducti vi ty of 

the water, as prepared above, was carefully determined • 
-6 As a rule it was of the order of 1.0 to 1.5 x 10 

reciprocal ohms. A correotion was made for this in 

all oonduotivity values. In the case of sulphur 

dioxide this correction was generally negligible but 

in the cases of ammonia and carbon di oxide it was an 

important factor. 

The next step was the injeotion of the gas into 

the cell. After the volumes md been completely 

evaouated they were flushed out with the gas to be 

used. Finally they were filled with the gas, whioh 

was stored in (F4). to approximately atmospheric 

pressure, the pressure being read on the manometer 

(M1). Room temperature and the temperature of the 

bath containing the volumes Vl and V2 were read on 
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aOQurately oalibrated thermometers. Room te~erature 

was taken as the mean of the readings taken from four 

thermometers distributed at regular intervals along 

the connecting tubing. 

The gas was then condensed into the small tube 

(V3) using a dry ice-ether mixture. (V3) is bounded 

by two pressure stopoocks (TI7 ) and (TI9 ). After the 

gas was condensed into (V3), (TI7 ) was closed and 

(V3) was gently warmed. Consequently a considerable 

pressure was built up in this small VOlume, (TI9) was 

opened slowly and the gas rtlshed into the cell with 

such violence that there was no possibility of water 

vapor penetrating through (TI9 ). This procedure was 

oontinued until all possible gas was driven out of 

(V3 ). Then, (TI9) being closed, (TI7 ) was re-opened 

and the residual pressure was read on (M1). During 

the oourse of the injection the contents of the cell 

were stirred vigorously. Knowing the original and 

final pressures, volumes, and te~erature8 it was 

possible to oalculate the amount of. gas injeoted into 

the cell. 

3. ~arrwle Calculation. 

The working prinoiples of the apparatus have 

just been diso·ussed. It might be well at this point 

to give a sample caloulation showing the method of 

arriving at the concentration of the solution in the 

cell. 
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As a beginning, all pressures as read during the 

course of an experiment were reduced to centimeters 
o of meroury at 0 C. using the data found in Beilstein'a 

Ohemical Tables fo-r this correotion. 

Molecular weight isothermala were plotted using 

the data dne to Oa~enter (46). The molecular weight 

of the gas at each pressure and temperature could be 

picked off these curves. 

The weight of gas injeoted eaoh time was calcul~ 

ated as follows:-

PI V3M:t PIV4~ 
--

RT3 RT4 

, ' , , 
PIV3~ P V4M 

1 2 -- , . - t ' 

RT3 RT4 

From this 

w --
where 

PI = pressure of gas before injection. 

It II " after II 

volume of connecting tubing. 

" II measuring bulbs used 

i. e., (VI) and (V
2

) in the diagram. 

room temperature before injeotion. 

" " after injection. 

temperature of the immersed bulbs before injeotion. 



, 
T4 = te~erature of the immersed bulbs after 

injection. 

~. molecular weignt of gas at T3 and PI 

~ - n It " " " T4 and PI -, , t 
Jl1 - 11 II t1 " " T3 and. PI -
~ 

, , - " It II " n T4 and Pl -
ml - weight of gas in the system before injection. -
~ - " " tI II " II after It -
W - weight of gas injected. -
R - the gas constant. -
In order to arrive at the correot oonoentration 

in the liquid phase it was necessar,y to know the 

amount of gas present in the vapor phase when the 

system was at equilibrium. This was derived as 

followa:-

--
RTl 

where 

p -- total vapor pressure. 

PH20 = -partial pressure of water vapor. 

VI = volume of dead spaoe. 

--
--
--

moleoular weight of gas at Tl and (P-'H ~) 
2 

temperature of vapor. 

gas cons tant. 

W1 : weight of gas in dead ~aoe. 



From these two oaloulations the weigh t of gas 

in solution was gl van by 

W2 • W.. W1 
The percentage of gas in the solution was given by 

10 Gas -- W2 + Weight of Water in Cell. 

This may easily be transformed into gram mola per 

litre as follows: 

Gm. Kola/I. 
i Gas x 1000 x d --

100 x M 

where d = the density of the solution 

II = the theoretioal moleoular weight of the gas 

The speoifio cOnduotivity was calculated in 

the Ordinary way. 

Speo. Cond. • K 

where Rl = measured resistance of the solution 

r = lead resistance 

K : cell oonstant 

Be = resistance of the oonduoti vi ty water. 

It will be noted that the preliminary oalo

ulations were not diffioult theoretioally but they 

were very lengthy. As a ru.le it took three days 

to make a ru.n and three or four days to oaloulate 

1 t. Further oaloulations with respect to equiJibria 

ooou~ng in these solutions will be disoussed later. 
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SULPHUR DlonDE. 

As was indicated in the introduotion very aocurate 

data has to be obtained for sulphur dioxide in order 

to obtain a true insight into the equilibria. For 

~is reason partioular oare was taken and more 

time was spent on this system than on the other two. 

A oylinder of liquid sulphur dioxide was ob-

tained from the Anaul Chemioal 00. in Marinette, 

Wisconsin. Analysis showed this gas to be very 

pure but in order to insure the greatest puri ty 

possible it was subjected to three conseoutive dist~ 

illations as desoribed in the experimental section. 

This gave a beautifully olear sample of liquid 8Ul~ 

phur, dioxide. Freezing point and vapor pressure 

determinations showed 1 t to be extremely pure and 

it was considered rea~ for use. 

The method of preparing the solutions has been 

desori blld. in the experimental section. In each 

case the temperature of the oonductivity oell was 

held constant and the conoentration was raised by 

conseoutive injections of gas. This was considered 

to be a more aoourate procedure than varying the 

temperature at one concentration. Time was also 

saved due to the faot that relatively high conc

entrations were reached and the greatest time lag 
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was involved in the injection of the gas. 

Tables 1, 2; 3, and 4 and Figures 2 and 3 give 

the experimental data obtained for sulphur dioxide. 

It Should be mentioned here that this is the second 

set of data for SUlphur di oxide that has been 

obtained by the wri tar. A set of data was obtained 

in 1928-29 Which was Checked by a similar eet in 

1929-30. The two seta of results were quite grat~ 

ifying in- as muoh as they gave admirable checks. 

Only slight ohanges were noted in the 1929-30 

oOnductivity measurements. These latter measure

ments, however, were taken as being the most nearly 

oorreot sinoe a better conductivity outfit, tb..e one 

desoribed in the previous seotion. had been used. 

There was no notioeable difference in the vapor 

pressure data. 

An inspection of the conductivity and vapor 

pressure curves shows that they are quite regular 

within themselves. This is a strong argument in 

their favor. It was possible to cross check them 

by taking a oertain concentration at say 10°0. and 

raising the temperature to 180 and 25°0. and taking 

vapor pressure and conductivity readings. The 

greatest deviation foung by this method of oheok~ 

ing was 0.1%. In this way the regularity and 

acouraoy of procedure was proven. 
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TABLE 1. 
E I 

System 5ulEhur Dioxide-Water • 

0°0. 

Partial 
Pressure 
of SOl Specifio 

%3°2 (ems g.) O.ondncti vi ty. 

0.1369 0.17 0.00339 

0.3374 0.63 0.00650 

0.8g8S 1.97 0.01253 

2.284 6.05 0.02255 

3.918 11.55 0.03135 

5.591 17.30 0.03800 

8.630 29.21 0.04804 

11.52 41.63 0.05560 

14.23 55·02 0.06158 

Weigat of water used ~ 116.010 gma. 
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TABLE 2. 

System SUlphurDioxide~ater. 

10°0. 

Par'tial 
Pressure 

1 SOsl 
of 802 Specifio 
(oms Hg.) Oonduetl vi tl. 

0.1267 0.35 0.00366 

0.3414 1.00 0.00748 

0.6360 2.12 0.01136 

1.261 4.71 0.01759 

2.593 10.98 0.02127 

4.2,6 19.52 O.0363g 

5.872 28.31 0.04355 

8.987 46.62 0.05431 

11.68 64.18 0.06189 

13.03 73.58 0.06491 

Weight of water used = 115.187 gms. 
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System SUlphur DiOxide-Water. 

l~oO. 

Partial 
Pres8ure 

~SQ2 
of S~ Speoifio 
(oms Hg.) Oonduot1v1tZ· 

0.0816 0.32 0.00296 

0.2605 1.10 0.00689 

0.5563 2.68 0.01143 

1.103 5.92 0.01757 

2.45~ 14.83 0.02832 

4.150 26.66 0.03800 

5.773 39.01 0.04556 

7.340 51.44 0.05169 

8.831 63.69 0.05667 

10.30 76.04 0.06108 

Weight of water used : 116.518 gms. 
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TABLE 4. 

System Sulphur Dioxide-Water. 

25°0. 

Partial 
Pressure 

% SOg 
of S~ Specifio 
(ems Kg. , C onduoti vi ty. 

0.1735 0.79 0.00545 

0.5448 3.42 0.01174 

1.056 7.37 0.01775 

1.809 13.61 0.02443 

3.116 25.28 0.03355 

4.672 40.00 0.04201 

6.184 55.00 o.o4~66 

7.640 69.88 0.05416 

8.756 81.17 0.05769 

Weight of water used = 116.416 gms. 





FIGURE 3. 

System Sulphur Dioxide~Water. 

SEecifio Conduotivity of Sulphur Dioxide Solutions • 
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At 25°0. the vapor pressure values obtained by 

O. Maass(16), and Oampbell and Maass(17) are in 

agreement with themselves but are 210 higher than 

the values obtained in the present work. There is 

also an irregulari ty in the lower pressures amount .. 

ing to about 1%. At looe. the results of o. Maass 

(16) are even more seriously in error. The app

aratus used by these experimenters, as mentioned 

before, was designed to measure high pressures 

and for this reason low pressures could not be 

obta~ed with as great accuracy. 

The conductivity data of C. Maass(16), and 

Campbell and Maass(11) check to an approximation. 

However their results are 0.66% higher than the 

present values at the higher concentrations and 

increase in;1error at the lower concentrations. The 

deviation may be attributed to the use of a small 

reaction ohamber (20 to 250.0.) thereby outting 

down the accuracy of the determination of the 

ooncentration. Higher vapor pres aures and oond-

uctivities would also point to the presence of 

some volatile, soluble impurity. This latter 1s 

not highly probable. 

The theoretioal treatment of sulphur dioxide 

aa developed to date has been disoussed in the 

introduotion. It was quite apparent that over the 



temperature and conoentration range covered in 

this work that equation (13), as developed by O. 

Maasa(16) , was the most rigorous and should be 

the logical starting point for any further develop-

mente 

The aocompanying figu.re will show that the 

approximation due to Oampbell and Maass(17) does 

not hold at the lower temperatures and with the 

more accurate data. When 0802 - ~oi] is plotted 

against the partial pressure of sulphur dioxide 

above the solution a deoided ourvature is noted, 

which increases with deoreasing temperature as is 

shown by the straight dotted lines. It is possible 

to predict this ourvature from the equation 

With inoreasing temperature Kl increases rapidly 

and wi th increasing 802 ooncentration Ei2~ deoreases. 

The combinad effeot of these two faotors tends to 

diminish the valae of 1 +- [r2§1 and at an infini tely 
Kl 

high oonoentration and temperature this term would 

became unity and the equation would beoome that of 

a straight line. This proves that had the work of 

Oampbell and Maass(17) been suffioiently aocurate 

they would have obtained curved plots at their 
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FIGURE 4 • 
• 

System Sulphur Dioxide~Water. 

Plot of CS02 - ~80~ against Partial Pressure of 8°2-
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lower temperatures and approximations to straight 

linea at the higher temperatures. However, as has 

been stated before, their water conoentration did 

not vary enough to warrant this. 

In the evaluation of the oonstanta H and Xl 

in the present work equations (10) and (11) due 

to O. Maass(16) were taken as a starting pOint. 

0H20 ~ [~~ + ~SoiJ + ESO~ (101 

0S02 =: ~o~ + ~2S0~ + f!rSOiJ (11) 

From (11) 

°so - Hp ( 1 + ~)+ ~sol1 (or[H]) -2. 
~Kl 

°SO! - [Hj : Hp (1'" LR2~ ) 
. ·Kl 

• Hp (1 + °H20 .. 0SO! + Hp 

Xl·~· . 

For convenience let 0sC>t:-_ - (!tj : a 

and 0H20 - 0S02 ~ b 

Then 

) 

(16) 

H and K1 are the only unknowns in equation (16). 

It was transformed into a quadratio and by inserting 

values for the other terms, at b t and p, in two 

suoh equations values for H ~d Kl were oalculated. 



From this oalculation values of H were found to be 

ve~ emaIl and negativeo It was quite obvious that 

H must be small and positive and that the negative 

value obtained could be attributed to small exper~ 

imental errors which were just large enough to 

transform H from a small positive to a small negat~ 

ive quantity. 

After a careful consideration of the situation 

the following procedure was adopted. 

a = Hp (1 i' 
A: HP(l+ 

b + HP) 
Xl . 

B + HP) 
Xl (18) 

(17) and (18) are equations representing two points 

on a sulphur dioxide isothermal. From previous 

oaloulations it was concluded that the value of 

Hp was small compared with b. Henoe, for the time 

being, Hp was disregarded in the term(b + Hp)and 

the equations became 

a : Hp 

A. = HP(l+B 
Kl 

Divide (19) by (20) 

a = p (1 + ~1) 
A P (1 + ~1) 

(19) 

(20) 



By letting; = d and ~ = D and rearranging it 

follows that 

- 12) 
d 

12 - 1 
d 

(21) 

By substituting the value of Kl obtained in (21) in 

equations (19) and (20) it was possible to caloulate 

H. 

There was considerable inooherent variation in 

Kl and it appeared to be ver,y sensitive to small 

errors in experimental data. This was overoome to 

a large extent by plotting % 502 against d for 

eaoh temperature oonsidered and by inspection pick

ing out pairs of logioal d pOints from which to 

oalculate Kl • An average of the values for ~ 

thu8 obtained at 25°0. and lSoC •• when substituted 

in equation (16), permitted of a caloulation ofna l1 

(1. e. CSOi - [Hj) wi thin two or three percent. 

By trial and error, i.e. by varying the values of 

Hand Kl slightly t the correct vallles of II a" were 

obtained within 0.2%. In this way the validity 

of the constants H and K1 at 25° and 18°C. was 

established. 

This work was lead farther afield than was 

originally expected. At 10°0. the average app~ 

roximate value of Klt as caloulated from (21). 



was found to be -2.6, and at 0°0. it was ~12.1. 

Equation (16) may be transformed to 

"! Rpb _ R2p2 

a .. Hp 
(2~) 

In equation (22) ~p2 is small with respect to 

Hpb. H is a constant and at any given ooncentrat~ 

ion and temperature p is a constant, hence an un

usually small value of Kl would be caused by an 

excessive diminution of the value of b. Since 

b is the value of the apparent concentration of the 

water, a low value of b would indicate that water 

was being removed by some means and would point 

towards hydrate formation. This is in agreement 

with the faot that below 12.1°0. a stable hepta~ 

hydrate forma. 

In order to determine the extent of the hydrate 

formation a new equilibrium must be oonsidered. 

i. e. between the hydrate, the sulphur dioxide, 

and the water: 

s~~ + nH20 E:::! S02.~O 

@o~ ~2~ n = 0<. ~ O2• nH2~ 
where n = the number of molecules of water in the 

hydrate. The equilibrium 

~oiJ [~§1 ;; Kl E2S0~ 
must also be kept in mind. 



As a starting point 

°802 ; @oiJ + ~280i1 + &-J + ~~ aquj (24) 

0H20 = [~OJ -t- ~80iJ +- ~J + t 02 aquj (25) 

0H20 - °802 = ~~ - @02J + (n - 1)@02 aq~ 

b = ~2~ - 1!0~ + (tl - 1) @OiJ ~~n 
0<.. 

= ~20] - Hp + (n - l)Hp [!i2?ln (26) 

Alao from equation (24) 

°802 ~ Hp +&J+@2~HP -t- @2~~P 
K, 0<.. 

am 

For convenience let ~2~ :: ~J t then 

a : Hp ( 1 + ~ ~n) 
or 

a - Hp _ [f)Hp : IIEliJn 
~Kl 0(.. 

(28) 

From (26) 

:1 - (n - l)Hpfic]n (29) 
b + Hp - &.1 - 0<.. 2 

aDd oombining (28) and (29) 

b + Hp - fi) ;:. 8. - HI) -_LyJHE (30) 
n .. 1 Xl 



The value of (x] may be oaloulated from equation 

(30) provided that the values of H and Kl are known 

at 10 00 • Furthermore the numerical value of 7 for 

n mayor may not be legitimate. What equation (30) 

really represents is that water is removed from 

active participation in the equilibrium in ways 

other than the straightforward H2S03 formation. 
IS 

Whether waterAuaed up in the hydration of the ions 

is a moot question. Equation (30) in whioh n is 

g1 ven the somewhat arbi trary value of 7 can therefore 

only be looked upon as a cra.de approximation, valuable 

however in shOwing that another factor has to be 

taken into account. 
b i 

What is said above has toAborne in mind in all 

the oaloulations 1avolving the above equation. All 
'thAt 

that oan be hoped for iSAreasonable values of Ht 

K1 , and 0{. will satisfy the experimental results. 

At higher temperatures also hydrate formation prob

ably has its influenoe, though the higher the temp~ 

erature the smaller will be its effeot. 

The values of H, and Kl were known for 180 and 
o 25 C. and it was a debatable question whether a 

o 0 straight line extrapolation to 10 and 0 C. would 

be legitimate. On investigating constants similar 

to H for inert gases, as given in the literature, 

it was found that they did not va~ wi th temperature 

acoording to a straight line relationship. Reference 
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was made to the apparent H oalculated for 802 from 
a 

the relation H - i. This, of oourse, exhibited 

ourvature when plotted against temperature. An 

° arbi trary value of H at 10 O. was obtainlrd by 

oalculating a variation of the real H correspond

ing to the variation of the apparent H. To obtain 
H the oorresponding Kl the ratios of i were oalo-

1 
ulated at lSo and 25°0. and were extrapolated to 

10°0. Since H had alrea~ been determined it was 

possible to ca10ulate Kl -

Using these values obtained for Hand Kl the 

oorrespOnding values of ~J at 100e. were oaloulated. 

The values of ~ were then determined by inserting 

these approximations in equation (29) and an average 

value of ~ was obtained. These values were remark .. 

ably constant. Then by supplying the necessary 

values in equation (27) it was possible to oalculate 

values of"a" very accurately, there being only an 

average mean. deviation of O.l~ from the experimental 

values. 

The real dissooiation constant 

-.. 

was calculated as follows: 



(4) 

On rearranging and Bubstituting 

~2S0il : ~2~ @O~ .... (b + H;p) (Hp) .. 
Xl Xl 

Henoe 

K2 - Kl [ HJ2 -
(b + Hp) (Hp) 

X2 is only calculated at 18° and 25°0. since the 

10°0. ca1oulations, as pointed out above, are omly 

the result of arbitrary approximations. 

The theoretical data oaloulated in connect

ion with this work i8 p~sented in Tables 5, 6, 7, 

and 8 for temperatures of 0°, 10°, 18°, and 25°0. 

respectively. 0SD! is the total amount of sulphur 

dioxide in the solution expressed in gram mola per 

litre. 0H20 is the concentration of the water in 

the solution also expressed in gram mole per litre. 

The density values are those obtained by Oampbell 

and Ma.aas(17). [HS01J is the concentration of the .. 
Ha03 ion and is obtained by dividing the specific 

conduotivity by the limiting value given in the 

following table for the conductivity of H2S03 and 

multiplying by 1000 to bring it to gram mols per 
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TABLE 5. 

System Sulphur DiOxide-Water. 0°0. 

1os~ Density. Os~ °H2 0 
Specifio 3 
Cond. x 10 

0.1369 1.0004 0.0213 55.46 3.39 

0.3374- 1.0015 0.0523 55.40 6.50 

0.8888 1.0048 0.1393 55.26 12.53 

2.284 1.0121 0.3606 54.92 22.55 

3.918 1.0223 o.63~ 54.46 31.35 

5.597 1.0317 0.9005 ,4.05 38.00 

8.630 1.04g8 1.412 53.18 48.04 

11.52 1.0604 1.905 52.08 55.60 

14.23 1.0663 2.367 50.76 61.58 
•••••• • • • • • • • •••• • •••• • •••• 

Etsoil "an "b" Ka x 103 

0.0135 0.0078 55.44 23.47 

0.0259 0.0263 55·35 25.59 

0.0500 0.0893 55·J.2 28.00 

0.0900 0.2708 54.56 29.91 

0.1251 0.,091 53.83 30.74 

0.1517 o. 7488 53.15 30.72 

0.1917 1.221 51.11 30.11 

0.2219 1.683 50.18 29.26 

0.2458 2.123 48.40 28.46 
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TABLE 6. 

System Sulphur Diox1de~Water. 10°C. 

'fos~ Density °SD2 °H20 
Speoific 3 
Cond. x 10 

-
0.1267 1.0001 0.0197 55.43 3.66 

0.3414 1.0012 0.0558 55.39 7.4g 

0.6360 1.0028 0.0995 55.29 11.36 

1.261 1.0061 0.1978 55.12 17.59 

2.593 1.0131 0.4097 54.75 27.27 

4.256 1.0219 0.6784 54.30 36.38 

5.872 1.0305 0.9436 53.~ 43.55 

8.927 1.0465 1.459 52.85 54.31 

11.68 1.0575 1.926 51.82 61.89 

13.03 1.0613 2.156 51.22 64.91 
••••• • • • • • • • •••• ••••• ••••• 

~03J " aU "b" Ka x 10 
3 

" an (calc.) 

0.0117 o.OO~ 55.41 17.26 ... ---.. 
0.0240 0.0318 55.34 18.13 0.0298 

0.036, 0.0629 55.19 21.13 0.0631 

0.0564 0.1414 54.93 22.55 0.1393 

0.0875 0.3222 54.34 23.78 0.3207 

0.1168 0.,616 53.62 24.29 0.,616 

0.1398 0.8038 52. g6 24.32 o. 8041 

0.1.744 1.285 51.39 23.65 1.286 

0.1986 1.728 49.90 22.84 1.732 

0.2084 1.948 49.07 22.28 1.954 



'/0 S 02 

0.0816 

0.2605 

0.5563 

1.103 

2.4,8 

4.150 

,.773 

7.340 

8.831 

10.30 
• • • • • • 

n a" 

0.0044 

0.0214 

0.0549 

0.1236 

0.3086 

0.5533 

o. 7982 

1.042 

1.278 

1.516 
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TABLE 7. 
T 

System Sulphur Dioxide-Water. 
o 

18 c. 

Danai ty. CsGt CH20 

Specifio 3 
Cond. x 10 [HSO~ 

0.9988 0.0127 55.39 2.96 0.0083 

0.9997 0.0406 55.35 6.89 0.0192 

1.0012 0.0868 55.25 11.1+3 0.0319 

1.0040 0.1727 55.11 17.51 0.0491 

1.0108 0.3877 54.71 28.32 0.0791 

1.0195 0.6594 54.19 38.00 0.1061 

1.0278 0.9255 53.74 4,.,6 0.1273 

1.0357 1.186 53.26 51.69 0.1444 

1.0432 1.436 52.76 56.67 0.1582 

1.0498 1.687 52.28 61.08 0.1706 
• • • • • • ••••• • •••• • •••• • ••••• 

"b" Ka x 10 3 ~ :x 103 " a" (oal0.) 

55.38 15.53 17.52 

55.31 17.31 27.64 

55.16 18.57 31.29 

54.94 19.48 33.58 0.1232 

54.32 20.27 35.18 0.3069 

53.53 20.36 35.69 0.5476 

52.82 20.29 35.46 o. 7958 

52 .08 20.01 35.02 1.042 

51.32 19.60 34.43 1.281 

50.59 19.20 33.91 1.520 
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TABLE 8. 

System Sulphur Dioxide-Water. 22°0. 

10 S02 Density. os~ 0~6 
Specific 3 
Cond. x 10 ~o;] 

-
0.1735 0.9978 0.0270 55.27 5.45 0.0137 

0.,448 0.9996 0.0849 55.20 11.74 0.0295 

1.056 1.0010 0.1649 54.96 17~75 o.o~46 

1.809 1.0059 0.2838 ,4.81 24.43 0.0613 

3.116 1.0123 0.4918 54.42 33.55 O.08lJ2 
-

4.672 1.0200 0.7433 53.96 42.01 0.1045 

6.184 1.0275 0.9906 53.47 48.66 0.1222 

7.640 1.0346 1.233 53.04 54.16 0.1360 

8.756 1.0403 1.420 52 .66 57.69 0.1449 
••••• • •• • •• • •••• • •••• •••• • •••••• 

" a" " bit Ka x 103 ~ x 103 " a" (ca10.) 

0.0133 55. 24 14.08 27.48 

0.0554 55.12 15.70 29.49 

0.1203 ,4.80 16.52 31.52 

0.2225 54.53 16.91 32.40 0.2194 

0.4076 53.93 17.41 33.18 0.4055 

0.6379 53. 22 17.45 33.33 0.6379 

0.8684 52.48 17.19 32.83 0.8720 

1.097 51.81 16.86 32.31 1.102 

1.275 51.24 16.46 31.92 1.273 



litre. The values for the limiting conduotivity 

-of the HS0
3 

ion were obtained from the formula of 

Kohlrausoh(18) 

Ut = 44.3 { 1 + o.o242(t - 18) + O.OOOll(t - 18)2J 

using Ke~ and Baurfs(ll) value at 25°0. as revised 

by Lindn er(15). The values for the Hi- ion of cou~e 

have been well established. 

TABLE 10. 
I 

Limiting Oonductivities of H2S03. 

(°0. ) H.f- -Temperature HS03 ~S03 

0 224.2 26.4 250.6 

10 275.5 36.0 311.; 

18 315.0 44.3 359.3 

25 348.5 49.7 398.2 

The values given for" aU are those of OS~ eo fi:so;] 
and represents the undissociated H2S03 providing that 

all the S02 is aombined wi th water. CH20 - 0S02 

is the "bit value giveJl and represents the amount 

of unoombined water assuming that all the 502 is 

combined with water. These assumptions are not true 

but this mode of tabulation serves as a oonvenient 

means in the oaloulations. The oalculation of Ka 

and K2 has been previously discussed, also the 

method of oaloulating "an. 

The equilibria constants have been obtained 
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more acourately than ever before and fit in with 

the e~erimental data within the range of experiment

al error. The results of previous experimenters 

have failed to show up definitely various fine 

pOints which are quite important. For instance, 

Cam.Pbell and Maass (17) , Lindner(15), and Ierp and 

Baur(ll) noted that the value of the apparent dissoc

iation constant, Ka , varied with temperature but they 

did not notice any regular variation wi th ohanging 

ooncentration. Figure 5 shows that there is a 

distinct variation of Ka at all temperatures oon~ 

s1dered, the rate of inorease being greater at the 

lower concentrations. With inoreasing temperature 

there is decreasing variation. This 1s quite in 

agreement with the theo~ evolved above provided 

that another faotor, omly important at very low 

ooncentrations, 1s taken into acoount. This new 

faotor is the 8eoonda~ dissooiation of the H2S03' 
• .-r 

the add1tlonal H ion causing an inorease in Ka. 

The equilibrium 

H20 + 502 E' H2S03 

has the opposite effect oausing a deorease in Ka 

with rise in oonoentration as given by the equation 

Sinoe the seconda~ dissooiation loses its effeot 
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FIGURE 5 

System SulEhur Dioxide-Water. 

Ka plotted against Conoentration. 

--- ----.---- - - ----> 

Cso~ 
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with increasing concentration a maximum value of 

Ka must be reached. Sinoe KI increases with rise 

in temperature the rate of decrease in Ka beyond 

the maximum ooncentration should be less at the 

higher temperatures whioh was pointed out above. 

Furthermore it can be predioted that the maximum 

value of Ka is shifted to a higher oonoentration 

with rise in temperature. This variation in Ka is 

thereiore,one of the best proofs of the existence 

of unoombiaed SC2, and also that the amount of free 

502 increases with rise in temperature. 

In the oomparison of the observed values with 

those calculated on the basis of equation(16) it 

1s apparent that the poorest agreement is found 

at the very low ooncentrations. This i8 due to 

the seoondar,y dissooiation which has not been taken 

into account. 

The value of Ka reaohes a maximum and remains 

practioally oonstant over a short range of concent

ration but it then begins to falloff again. For 

this reason it is illegitimate to strike an average 

value. The maximum values agree very well with 

the average values of previous experimenters. 

Comparison is only possible at 0 0 and 25°C. 



TABLE 11. 

Comwarison of Apparent Dissooiation Constants. 

Temperature oOe. 25°0. 

Karp and Baur ---- 17.4 

Lindner 31.1 17.4 

Oampbell and. Maass 31.3 17.3 

This vVork 30.7 17.4 

Dissociation constants do not Ordinarily vary 

to any great extent with temperature. The large 

variation in Ka proves that it is only an apparent 

dissociation constant. The values of Ka at lSo and 
o 25 e., whioh vary only slightly, prove that it is 

a tru.e dissociation constant. K2 varies wi th the 

concentration to about the same extent that Ka does. 

This follows from what has gone before. It is evident 

that K2 will always be larger than Ka but will app

roaoh it in value When Kl is small. 

The following table oontains the values for 

H and Kl at the three temperatures investigated. 

TABLE 12. 

TeIII.Perature (oOz· ) H ;rc. 3 

10 0.01080 36.80 
18 0.00870 39.50 
25 O.OO75~ 48.51 



It will be noted that the value of H deoreases and 

that of Kl increases with rising temperature. This 

is what would be expected from the respective equil

ibria 
@oJ = Hp (2) 

and 
- (4 ) 

From equation(2) the percent of unoombined 

502 can be readily oalculated. The values given 

in the table below show their order of magni tude. 

TABLE 13. 

C
S02 

(percent) 
S~ (percent) 

I I a 

18°0. 25°0. 

2 0.626 0.732 

4 1.407 1.608 

6 2.221 2.573 

8 3.071 3.457 

10 3.962 -----
The constants H, KIt and K2 have not been 

evaluated for the 0°0. data. It was deemed suff-

iaient proof for the theor,y to have consistent data 

at three temperatures. The oalculations at 10°0. 

were very lengthy and it was foreseen that it 
o 

would take even longer to handle the 0 O. data 

since it would necessitate finding values for H 



and Kl by trial. The extrapolation of the values 

of H and Kl from 10 0 to 0°0. could not be expected 
~o 0 to follow the same ratio as from 10 to 10 o. An 

immense amount of data covering carbon dioxide 

and ammonia still remained to be dealt with and 

it was considered more advisable to proceed witi1 

that rather than to continue wi th the sulphur 

dioxide. 

After a discussion of the carbon dioxide and 

ammonia systems the conclusions to be drawn from 

the sulphur dioxide system will be summed up once 

more. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE 

An investigation of the equilibria existing in aqueous 

solutions of carbon dioxide presents essentially diff

erent problems to those encountered in sulphur dioxide 

systems. Sulphur dioxide has a solubility in water 

sixty times greater than that of carbon dioxide. 

Sulphurous acid behaves as a strong acid while carbonic 

acid is very weak and has an extremely small dissociat

ion constant. For these reasons the equilibria must 

be investigated from a different standpOint as will be 

seen in this section. 

The carbon dioxide was generated in a Kipp loaded 

with very pure marble and dilute hydrochloric acid. 

The gas was passed through a water wash bottle to 

remove any acid spray and then through two more wash 

bottles, one containing alkaline potassium permanganate 

and the other a solution of sodium carbonate. It was 

then passed slowly through a large phosphorus pentaocide 

tube to dry it and was condensed with liquid air. This 

was followed by a triple distillation similar to the 

one discussed in the experimental section. 

The only possible impurity in the gas was a traoe 

of hydrogen chloride. A test was made for this by 

bubbling a sample of the gas through a solution of 

silver nitrate. After half an hour no preoipitation 

of silver chloride was noted Whioh was considered 
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Bufficient evidence that no hydrogen chloride was 

present. 

Due to the fact that carbon dioxide possessed such 

a small solubility in water eve~ precaution had to be 

taken in the measurement of the amount of gas injeoted. 

The rate of solution was very slow and a long time was 

necessa~ to reach equilibrium, usually about 90 

minutes. A£ter completing a run at oOe. it was decided 

that much time would be saved if solutions were prep
o 

ared at 10 C. and after making measurements raise the 
o 0 

temperature to 18 and 25 C. since equilibrium was 

reached more rapidly when the gas was ooming out of 

the solution than When it was going into solut1o~ 

This procedure was found to be much more satisfactory. 

Tables 13, 14, 15, and 16 oontain the experiment

al data and the theoreticaldata derived from it. The 

units are the same as those used for sulphur dioxide. 

Figure 6 presents the vapor pressure relationships 

and Figure 7 the ~ecific oonductivity. 

It should be stated at this point that the v~ or 

pressure data at oOe. is inaccurate. The plot in 

Figure 6 would indicate that the evacuated arm of the 

manometer had sp~g a leak at some time after a 

concentration of 0.25% CO2 had been reached since the 

vapor pressure as measured is too low. Henoe the 
000 

10 t 18 , and 25 C. data only will be oonsidered in 

the discussion. 
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TABLE 14. 
I 

System Oarbo~ Dioxide~Water. 0°0. 

Fartial 

10 CO2 

Specific 6 Pressure 
Coo Oond. x 10 of CO2 (ems Hg) 

2 

0.0202 0.00458 7.19 5·70 

0.0661 0.01503 14.02 16.00 

0.1412 0.03208 20.89 35.27 

0.2143 0.04870 25· SO 53.02 

0.2929 0.06656 30·57 68.13 

0.3676 0.08354 34.42 85.30 

•••••• •••••••• • ••••• • ••••• 

[Hj " an Ka x 10
8 

H x 105 

0.000028 0.00456 11.44 80.00 

0.000055 0.01491 20. :j.8 93.58 

0.000082 0.03200 20.93 90.72 

0.000101 0.04860 21.23 92.06 

0.000119 0.06640 21.65 97.47 

0.000135 0.08341 21.85 97.81 
•••••• 

Av.=91.94 



Sys~em Carbon Dioxide-W~ter. 100e. 

:Partial 
Specific 6 Fress'ure 

'to 0°2 
0 Cond. x 10 of 002 (ems Hg) 

CO 2 -- • • J • 

0.0240 0.00545 12.30 8.17 

0.0611 0.01389 20. J.8 20.61 

0.1297 0.02947 29.89 42.41 

0.1975 0.04488 37.00 64.48 

0.2475 0.05624 41.34 83.56 

• • •• • • • • • •••••• • •••••• ••••••• 

[H] II all K x 108 
H x 10' 

a - -
O.OOOo3g 0.00541 26.87 66.22 

0.000062 0.01383 28.30 67.11 

0.000092 0.02938 29.22 69.28 

0.000115 0.04477 29.39 69.45 

0.000128 0.05611 29.27. 67.16 
• •••••• 

Av. :.67 • 8lJ. 
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TABLE 16. 
• d 

Fartial 
Specific 6 :Pressure 

10 CO2 Ceo Cond. x 10 of CO
2 

(ems Hg) 
2 

-- • • --
0.0216 0.00491 14.92 9.23 

O.O5&:> 0.01318 24. &:> 22.98 

0.1140 0.02590 35.25 49.1~ 

0.1740 0.03954 43.69 74.45 

••••••••• •• • • • • • • •••••• • •••••• 

6r+] It aU Ka x 10 
8 H x 105 

-.. 

0.000039 0.00487 32.48 52.82 

0.000066 0.01312 33.35 57.10 

0.000094 0.02581 34.23 52.52 

0.000116 0.03942 34.44 52.9!f. 
••••••• 

Av •• 53. ~ 
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TABLE 17. 
L 

System Oarbon Dioxide-Water. g2oc. 

:Partial 
Specific 6 :Pressure 

10 002 Ceo Cond. x 10 of CO
2 

(ems Hg) 
2 

J I --
0.0200 O.OO~54 16.71 9.89 

0.0502 0.01141 27.00 25.32 

0.1025 0.02329 39·33 54.00 

0.1559 0.03542 48.64 82.22 

•••••••• • •••••••• ••••••••• • •••••••• 

[Ht] 11 a" K x 10
8 

H x 105 
a 

• d -
0.000040 0.00450 35.22 45.50 

0.000064 0.01135 36.46 44.83 

0.000093 0.02320 37.84 42.96 

0.000116 0.03530 38.04 42.93 
•••••••• 

Av. : 44.05 
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FIGURE 6 • ....... _-....... 

Slstem Carbo~ Dioxide-Water. 

P~rtial Vapor Pressures of Carbon Dioxide. 
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FIGURE 7. 

System .Carbon D~ oxide--W.at e:r:. 

Specific Conductivity. 

CARBON Dl OXIDE. 
5PECIf IC CONDUCTIVITY. 
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The vapor pressure and conductivity data at 

10 0 Ido 0 
, 0 and 25 o. are consistent within themselves 

and the curves show the regularity that is to be 

desired. It will be noticed that the maximum 

concentration reached at 0°0. was 0.36% as compared 

with a maximum concentration of 14.2% for sulphur 

dioxide. In this region of concentration the vapor 

pressure of both gases is approximately atmospheric. 

This gives a measure of the relative solubilities. 

Since carbon dioxide solutions having vapor 

pressures of one atmosphere or less are of very low 

concentration, in every case less than 0.5%, there 

is only a very slight change in the water concentrat-

ion, in fact it may be considered as being constant. 

Hence it has not been possible to treat the equilibria 

in th e same manne r as tha t of sulphur di oxi de. 

Consider an equation of the form of (13a) in 

connection with carbon dioxide 

--

In this instance the value of ~2~ is constant, hence 

the term (1 ... ~2<D ) is a constant. Equation (31) 

is, therefore, that
K
1f a straight line. When Ceo - [irj 

2 
was plotted against the partial pressure of CO2 a 

straight line relationship was obtained as predicted. 
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This is illustrated in Figure 8. If concentrations 

of 002 as high as 5 to 10% were obtained there would 

be sufficient change in the water concentration to 

make the above approximation illegitimate and a plot, 

similar to that given in Figure 8. would show curvature 

suoh as is exhibited in Figure 4. for sulphur dioxide. 

Such a procedure would necessitate the measurement of 

vapor pressures up to approxina tely 100 atmospheres. 

Vapor pressures of this order of magnitude have been 

measured by Sander (43) but with insufficient accuracy 

and no conductivity data at these pressures is avail-

able. 

In Table 18. FS is the vapor pressures in 

atmospheres as obtained by Sander (43) e~erimentally. 

The oolumn PH contains the pressures corre~onding to 

the concentrations in the first column calculated 

using the Henry's Law constant (1.105 x 106) obtained 

in the present work. 

TABLE 18 -
Ceo (g. mOls/l. ) Fa :p 

H 2 - - . 
0.7278 25 18. 8 

0.8974 35 23.1 

1.067 45 27.4 

1.199 53 30.1 

It would be expected that the values of Ps were 

plotted against concentra.tion that they would exhibit 
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C'llrvature. On the other hand they gi ve a straight 

line relationship, curvature if any being not 

perceivable. This straight line when extrapolated 

does not pass through the origin as it theoretically 

should but meets the pressure axis at a point corres

ponding to -18 atmo~heres. The improbability of 

Henry's Law holding at these high pressures combined 

with the strange results obtained from extrapolation 

indicates that Sander's (43) data is inaccurate and 

shows additional reason for continuing this work at 

higher pressures. 

The apparent dissociation constant has been 

oalculated from the relationship 

--

The limiting value of the oonduotivity of the 

was obtained at the various temperatures from the 

value given by Kohlrausch (18) at 18°0. by applying 

the equati on 

/\T = 60 [1 + 0.0270 ( T - 18i] 

The values are given in Table 19. 

TAB~E.1.2 

0 + -
Temp. c. H ~D:3 H2C03 _ . -

0 224.2 ~0.8 255·0 
10 275.5 7.0 322·5 
18 315·0 60.0 ~75.0 
25 348.5 71.3 19.8 
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FIGURE 8. 

System Carbon Dio,rl.de-yvater. 

Plot of Ceo - &:1 against Partial Pressure of CO2 2 - • 
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The ooncentration of the H ~ ion was calculated by the 

same method as HSO; in the previous section. 

The constant H calculated from the values of ~ 
p 

is the reciprooal of the Henry's Law constant given 

in the International Critical Tables, the value of 

nail in this case being in gram mola per litre rather 

than in mol. fracti on as in the tabl ea. 

The vapor pressure data agrees ver,y well with 

that of Bohr (26). This agreement is indicated in 

the tabulation of Henry's Law constants given in 

Table 20. In t his case 

partial pressure of CO2 in mms. of Hg 
----------.~----~~--~~~------~ 

Mol. fraction of CO2 

TABLE 20. 
• • J 

HanEl'S Law Constants 
-6 

x 10 
I 

Ter;P. °C. Bohr Present Work - --
10 0.791 0.797 

18 1.018 1.039 

25 1.243 1.255 

It will be noted that in each case the present woxk 

gives a slightly higher value for the constant, the 

difference being fairly regular. 

-

The conductivity data agrees almost perfectly 

with that of Knox (34) and fairly well with that of 

Ffe1ffer (35), but is constantly higher than that due 
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to Kendall '(33). This is bl"'ought out in Table 21 

whioh co~ares the present work with that of Knox (34) 

and Kendall (33) at 180e. 

TABLE 21 • ....... -.......... 

o 
Specific Oonductivity ~f H2003_at~g O! 
_ : : P* 

00°2 §.ll eci fi,c 0 onducti,vi tz .x 1.0,6 

gm. modlaLl. 

0.0080 

0.0188 

0.0400 

Kendall -----
17.30 

27.20 

Knox Presen t Work 
• • 

19.56 19.00 

29.70 29.69 

43.77 43.80 

Data at other te~eratures where comparison is possible 

is not tabulated since the same percentage deviation is 

noted in each case. 

A good part of this deviation may be accounted 

for in Kendall's determination of the CO 2 concentrat

ion. Due to the fact that it is only possible to 

prepare solutions of very low ooncentrations at the 

pressures here considered, a small error in the 

determination of this concentration would cause a 

large percentage error. Kendall, using a modifiation 

of Fettenkofer'a method (45), ran the solution 

directly from the cell into a bottle oontaining air 

free from CO2 , excess of bar.yta solution of known 

concentration was aQded and the CO2 was determined 

as barium carbonate. For larger concentrations of 
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CO2 this would be considered by the writer as a 

sound procedure but in this case it verges on the 

b~ink of microanalysis. An average concentration 

of CO2 as determined by Kendall (33) was 0.02 gram 

mols per litre. Working with 30 0.0. of such a 

solution, as he did, meant the absolute determination 

of approximately 0.003 grams of BaC0
3 

by titrating 

the exoess of Ba(OH)2 with HCL. Kendall stated that 

his determinations checked within 0.2% but this would 

not mean that his determination was correct within 

that amount. A rough calculation shows th~t his 

possible error is in the region of 5%. 
In the present work the amount of gas added to 

the solution is measured by taking pressure and 

temperature readings of the gas in a calibrated 

volume before injecting it into the reaction chamber. 

This oombined with vapor pressure readings good to 

0.02 cms permits of the calculation of the ooncentrat

ion with an accuracy of 0.1%. 

Kendall (33), in his conductivity measurements, 

used a rotating commutator as a source of alternat

ing current. The frequency of the current used is 

not stated. It has been shown by Wilke (37) that 

carbonic acid is a very sensitive compound and is 

decomposed by slight influences such as the cur~ent 

used for measurements of conductivity. A relation

ship between frequenoy and the amount of decomposition 



1s not given but doubtless some suoh relationShip 

does exist. vVhere the error due to this might show 

up cannot be predicted until suah time as data is 

provided. 

A comparison of the conduotivity data due to 

Kendal1(33) and that of the present work may also 

be obtained from Table 22. Which contains the diss-

ociation oonstants, maximum values being given in 

each case. 

TABLE 22. 

Dissoaiation Constants x 108 

Kendall Present Work. 

Another point which is not brought out in Kendall's 

work is the regular variation of Ka wi th ooncentration 

as is shown in Figure 9. The values of Knox(34), on 

the- other hand, shows this variation. This would 

indicate more preCise measurements in the present 

work. Kendall also olaims that his K is a true a 

dissooiation constant but previous disQUBSions 

in this paper have proven that it is only an approx-

imate constant. 

As has been previously stated, such a small 

range of ooncentration only permits of an approximate 
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FIGURE 9. 

System Carbon Dioxide-Water. 
y 

Plot of K against Concentration. a 
y 

o 

- j ----
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determination of the equilibrium existing in solutiOns 

of oarbon dioxide. This work has been merely pre

liminary and it is hoped that it may be oontinued 

by future workers who are interested in this type 

of research. The value of such data as would be 

obtained has been previously been discussed. 
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AMMONIA. 

The system ammonia-water differs from the two 

previous systems studied in several ways. For 

vapor pressures of correspOnding magnitudes ammonia 

is two hundred times more soluble in water than 

is sulphur dioxide. The specific oonductivity of 

ammonia solutions rises Sharply to a maximum at low 

ooncentrations and then deoreases rapidly beooming 

asymtotic to zero at very high concentrations. At 

the concentrations covered for sulphur dioxide and 

carbon dioxide the conduotivity rose steadily and 

there was not much indioation of a maximum being 

reached. 

- A cylinder of liquid ammonia was obtained 

from the ~~theson Company, North Burgan, N.J. 

Freezing point and vapor pressure determinations 

showed it to be ve~ pure, there being only a trace 

of water present. Purification was effected by 

passing the ammonia, in the gaseous state, through 

long tubes of lime and condensing it again with 

a dry ice-ether mixture. The drying process was 

followed by two fractional distillations, rejecting 

heads and tails, and retaining the middle 75~ 

fractio~ The solutions were prepared as previou8ly 

disoussed in the experimental section. The cond

uotivity cell allowing for 100% expansion of the 



solution was used. 

The experimental data is given in Tables 23, 

24, 25, and 26 for temperatures of 0°, 10°, ISo, 

and 25°0. respectively. Figures 10 and 11 present 

the vapor pressure and specific conductivity data 

relationships at the four temperatures. The lower 

vapor pressures, where the change in pressure wi th 

increasing ooncentration is ve~ small, were meas

ured with a cathetometer. In the caloulation of 

the ooncentrations the molecular weights of ammonia 

as found by Carpenter(46) were used. The densities 

given in the above tables are those due to Niohola 

and Whee1er(19). The oolumn CNH3 represents the 

conoentration of ammonia in gram .mols per litre. 

As in previous sections the regularity of the 

data, as exhibited by the plots, is a favorable 

pOint. Both the vapor pressure and specific oond~ 

uotivity curves lie in legitimate regions with 

respeot to the different temperatures at which 

they were obtained. 

The best vapor pressure data available with 

whioh to compare the present work is that due to 

Perman (22). Table 27 contains the oomparison of 

the data. At the higher ooncentrations Ferman's 

data is slightly highar than that obtained in this 

work. A higher ~apor pressure would indioate 

either the presence of some volatile impurity in 
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TABLE 23. 

System Ammonia-Water. 

OoC. 

l?artial 
Specific !j. Pressure 

10m Density °NH Cond. x 10 of NH3 (ems Hg) 3 3 I • 

0.419 0.9984 0.246 2.721 0.15 

1.072 0.9958 0.628 4.167 0.29 

3.882 0.9847 2.249 5·992 0.70 

6.~41 0.9159 3.583 6.421 1.43 

8.474 0.9682 4.827 6.152 2.00 

10.56 0.9610 5.970 5.584 2.72 

14.51 0.9482 8.095 4.321 4.46 

19.76 0.9324 10.84 2.191 7.75 

24.42 0.9191 13.20 1.154 12.05 

28.58 0.9078 15.26 1.138 17.71 

32.28 0.8983 17.06 0.741 24.38 

35.60 0.8900 18.64 0.488 32.18 

Weight of water used = 21.124 gms. 



10 NH3 

0.213 

0.448 

1.221 

3.162 

5.475 

7.626 

9.705 

11.68 

15.35 

18.72 

21.95 

25·00 

27.78 

30.38 

33.92 

36.12 

TABLE 24 • 

. System r~oD;ia .. Water. 

10°0. 

Speoifio 4 
Density °NH Cond. x 10 

3 

0·9990 0.125 2.732 

0.9979 0.263 3.943 

0.9946 0.714 6.198 

0.9866 1.835 8.313 

0.9766 3.149 8.837 

0.9694 4.349 8.520 

0.9616 5.491 7.795 

0.9546 6.560 7.105 

0.9424 8.511 5.373 

009316 10.26 4.106 

0.9217 11.91 3.135 

0.9127 13.42 2.329 

0.9047 14.79 1.764 

0.8974 16.03 1.343 

O.sggo 17.72 0.914 

0.8821 18.74 0.727 

Weight of water used : 21.525 gms. 

Fartial 
Pressure 
of 1m3 (ems Hg) 

0.10 

0.21 

0.48 

1.24 

2.27 

3.38 

4.60 

5.92 

8.82 

12.40 

16.73 

22.15 

28.03 

34.73 

46.27 

54.27 



%N13 
0.397 

1.168 

3.109 

,.421 

7.632 

9.729 

13.61 

17.24 

20.55 

23.,4 

27.69 

31.42 

34.73 
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TABLE 25. 

Slstem Ammonia-Water. 

18°0. 

Density °NH3 
Specific ~ 
Cond. x 10 

0.9984 0.233 4.500 

0.9937 0.683 7.382 

0.9851 1.801 10.18 

0.9759 3.113 10.90 

0.9675 4.343 10.51 

0.9594 5.492 9.641 

0.9450 7.565 7.643 

0.9328 9.461 5.837 

0.9222 11.15 4.407 

0.9126 12.64 3.376 

0.9000 14.66 2.261 

o. gg90 16.44 1.529 

0.8794 17.91 1.069 

Weight of water used = 21.110 gms. 

:Partial 
Pressure 
of NH3 (oms Hg) 

0.21 

0.70 

1.81 

3.35 

4.96 

6.72 

10.82 

15.61 

21.40 

27.93 

39.51 

53.17 

68.73 



10 NH3 

0.404 

1.042 

3.732 

5. 259 

7.456 

9.517 

11.51 

15.22 

18.61 

23.20 

27.30 

30.97 

TABLE 26. 

System Ammonia~ater. 

25°0 • 

Specific 4 
Density ONE: Cond. x 10 

3 -
0.9971 0.237 5.290 

0.9931 0.608 8.207 

0.9810 2.154 11.76 

0.9749 3.016 12.75 

0.9660 4.238 12.36 

0.9581 5-364 11.42 

0.9504 6.436 10.35 

0.9370 8.389 8.100 

0.9250 10.13 6.254 

0.9100 12.42 4.193 

o. 8974 14.42 2.857 

0.8864 16.15 1.965 

Weight of Water used : 21.016 gms. 

l?artial 
Pressure 
of 1m3 (oms Hg) 

0.31 

o. 8~ 

2.38 

4.43 

6.66 

9.09 

11.711-

17.60 

24.56 

36.76 

51.63 

68.67 
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the ammonia. a slight difference in temperature, 

or incomplete equ11ibri~ A temperature differenoe 
o 

of 0.2 O. would aoe ount for "this. 

TABLE 21. 
:Partial :Pressures of Ammonia Solutions at 10°0. ----
'to liH3 

(:Present) 
F. P. NH3 (Perman) F. P. ~ (Work ) 

-
4-.16 1.65 1.65 

8.26 3.72 3.72 

12.32 6.42 6.30 

15.88 9.51 9.20 

20.54 14.92 14.50 

21.83 16.98 16.40 

On acoount of the great solubility of ammonia in 

water the vap or pressures are muoh lower than those 

of tha two systems dealt with previously. Another 

reason for suoh low vapor pressures will be dis .. 

oussed later. 

Oonduotivity data for ammonia is plentiful 

for dilute solutions but rather soarce for solutions 

of conoentrations greater than O.IN. Considerable 

deviation is f~ in the low ooncentration data. 

The Chief investigators ha~e been Noyes and Kato(40) 

and Lunden(39). It has only bean possible to 

overlap their range of oonoentration at two pOints 

in the present work and the agreement there is not 
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good. However great accuracy is not claimed at 

the extremely low conoentrations in this work sinoe 

a slight amount of the anmonia injeoted into the 

cell at the beginning of a ~ might be absorbed 

by the stopcock grease and adsorbed on the glass 

walls of the system. This amount, though slight, 

would have a relatively large effect on the first 

value. The values obtained by Kohlrauach(21) up 

to ooncentrations of 30.5% check ver.y well with 

the present data. Comparisons of the above ment-

ioned data are given in the following tables. 

TABLE 28. -
~ 

Speoific Conduotivity of Ammonia Solutions x 10 

(Low C onoentra ti ona. ) 

0 Noyes & Kato :Present Temp. o. On Lunden 
3 

•• 

18 0.083 ---- 2.81 2.66 

0.10 3.18 3.10 ----
25 0.10 3.70 3.62 3.41 

It will be noted from th e last c ol11mn of 

Table 29, which will follow, that the Kohlrausch 

conduotivity ourve intersects that of the present 

work in two places but the differenoe is never 

very large. The average mean deviation over the 

whole range is 0.03 mhos. 

Work. 



TABLE 29. 

Speoifio Oonduotivity of Ammonia Solutions x 104 

(High Conoentrations) 

%N13 Kohlrausch Fresent Work Difference. 
d __ 

0.1 2.51 2.51 ...... _--

0.4 4.92 4.92 .. _--
o.e 6.57 6.57 ---... 
1.6 8.67 8.;2 0.1; 

4.01 10.95 10.76 0.19 

8.03 10.38 10.48 - 0.10 

16.15 6.32 6.46 - 0.14 

30.,0 1.93 1.79 O.l~ 

The oonditions existing in aqueous solutions 

of ammonia may be expressed in two equations 

similar to (10) and (11) for sulphur dioxide 

0H20 :: ~2<i1'" @H4 afl 1" @HJ 

° NH3 = [NH3J'" ~4 oIfl -4- @HJ 
By following a proce4ure similar to that used in 

the previous section an equation of the form of 

(16) 1s obtained. 

a : Hp ( 1 -to b.,.. Hp ~ 
Xl 
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and b : CH20 - CNH] 

On solving (34) for H and KIt H was found to be 

extremely small and in some oases negative. In 

ever.y case it was extremely small compared with 

the corresponding value of H for sulphur dioxide. 

This showed that the amount of uncombined anmonia 

in the 11~1d phase was negligible. It was borne 

out by the fact that the vap or pressures were 

relatively low as compared with those of solutions 

of 502 where there is a considerable amount of 

unoombined reactant present. 

Assuming that the amount of unoombined ammonia 

was negligible it was necessar.y to rearrange eqmation 

(]4) to fit the case, if possible, and to prove 

that the above assumption was oorrect. Sinoe H 

is small, Hp in the term ( b -t-Hp ) is negligible 

oompared wi th b. Kl is' also very small and the 
b 

value of i is very large compared wi th 1. Henoe 
1 

equation (34) beoomes 

a 

or a ... -- = kp 
b 



Which is the same as 

CNH3 - [OHJ 
= kp 

CH 0 - °NH 
2 3 

Sinoe the value of [OHj is very small (36) may 

be written 

CNH 3 : kp 

without affeoting the aocuraoy appreciably. 
a 

When ~ was plotted against the partial vapor 

pressure of the ammonia at eaoh temperature invest

igated straight lines were obtained as predicted 

by equation (35). From equation (37) the conclusion 

rrB.y then be drawn that the ratio of the concentration 

of the ammonia to that of the· uncombined water is 

a constant function of the vapor pressure. It is 

of course impOSSible to differentiate between H 

and Kl since the constant k gives the ratio of the 

two. But sinoe a straight line relationship holds 

it follows that the value for Kl must be very small 

Which means that by far the greatest part of the 

ammonia is oombined. Since there is sO little 

free ammonia in the solution the partial vapor 

pressure will be small in contrast to the two 

previous systems. 
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The conolusion drawn above is at varianoe with 

the results of Moore(4a). Moore, using the part

ition ooefficient of ammonia between water and 

chloroform, heats of neutralization, and heats of 

solution oaloulated ionization Qonstants for ammonia 

solutions and from the data thus obtained arrived 

at the conclueion that at 20°0. the ratio NH3 
NH40H 

was approximately 2. The assumptions made by Moore 

are not justified and it was pOinted out that they 

were at ,varianoe with the partial vapor pressures 

as registered by ammonia solutions. 

Tables 30, 31 t 32 t and 33 contain the theoretical 

data oalculated from the experimental data contained 

in Tables 26, 27, 28, and 29 respectively_ 

represents the water concentration in gram mola 

per litre. [OHJie the concentration of the 00-
1-

(or NH4 ) ion,aleo in gram mole per litre. The 
a 

values of "all, 11bll , and;; have been explained 

alrea~. Ka is the true dissociation constant 

oaloulated in a similar manner to that used for 

the apparent dissociation constant for sulphur 

di oxide and carbon di oxide. In this case it is 

the true dissooiation oonstant on acoount of the 

complete oombination of the ammonia with water, 

the oonductivity thus giving a true measure of the 

fraction of NH40H Whioh is ionized. 



TABLE 30. 

Syste~ A~o~ia-Water. 

DoC. 

[9HJx 104 a 102 
Ka x 107 

O~O b 
_ x 

a b 

55.17 11.29 0.244 54.92 0.445 12~.6 

54.67 26.71 0.625 54.04 1.157 114.1 

52.53 38.41 2.245 50.28 4.465 65.70 

50.78 41.16 3.579 47.20 7.580 47.34 

49.18 39.44 4.823 44.35 10.87 32.25 

47.69 35.80 5.967 41.72 14.30 21.47 

45.00 27.74 8.092 36.91 21.93 9.51 

41.53 17.89 10.84 30.69 35.33 2.95 

38.55 11.24 13. 20 25.35 52 .07 0.95 

35.98 7.29 15. 26 20.72 73.64 0.35 

33.76 4.75 17.06 16.70 102.1 0.13 

31.81 3.13 18.64 13.17 141.6 0.05 



0H 0 2 ~Hjx 10
4 

55·33 13.55 

55·13 19.56 

54.54 30.75 
53.04 41.25 

51.29 43.84 

49.69 42.27 

48.19 38.68 

46.79 35.26 

44.29 26.66 

42.04 20.37 

39.93 15.55 

37.99 11.55 

36.25 8.75 

34.67 6.66 

32.56 4.53 

31.21 3.61 
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TABLE 31. 

System Ammonia-~ate~. 

10°0. 

a 102 
a b OX 

0.124 55.21 0.22 

0.261 54.87 0.47 
0.711 53.83 1.32 

1.831 51.21 3.57 
3.144 48.14 6.53 

4.344 45.34 9.58 

5.487 42.70 12.85 

6.566 40.23 16.29 

8.508 35.78 23.78 
10.26 31.78 32.27 

11.91 28.02 42.50 

13.42 24.57 54.62 

14.79 21.46 68.93 

16.03 18.64 86.00 

11.72 14.84 119.00 

18.74 12.53 149.60 

Ka x 107 

148.2 

146.4 

132.9 

92.92 

61.1·3 

41.12 

27.26 

18.95 

8.35 

4.04 

2.03 

0.99 

0·51 

0.28 

0.12 

0.07 



OR 0 2 
~HJX 10

4 

55.20 18.91 

,4.50 31.01 

52 .97 42.76 

51.23 45.80 

49.60 44.16 

48.06 40.51 

45.31 32.11 

42.8, 24.52 

40.66 18.52 

38.73 14.19 

36.12 9.49 

33.84 6.42 

31.86 4.49 
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TABLE 32. 

System Ammonia-Water. 

18°0. 

a b ~ x 10
2 

F • 

0.231 54.97 0.42 

0.679 53.82 1.26 

1.796 51.17 3.51 

3.108 48.12 6.46 . 

4.339 45. 26 9.59 

,.488 42.57 12.89 

7.562 37.75 20.03 

9.459 33.39 28.32 

11.14 29.51 37.79 

12.64 26.09 48.45 

14.66 21.46 68.32 

16.44 17.40 94.50 

17.97 13.89 129.30 

Ka :x: 10 
7 

154.6 

141.5 

101.7 

67.47 

44.~3 

29.89 

13.64 

6.36 

3.07 

1.59 

0.61 

0.25 

0.11 
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TABLE 32-

System Ammonia-Water. -

o~o ~Rj x 10
4 

a b i x 10
2 

Ka x 107 

55·11 19.61 0.235 54.87 0.428 163.4 

54.53 30.42 0.605 53.92 1.123 152 .8 

52.42 43.59 2.149 50.27 4.275 88.43 

51.26 47.25 3.011 48.24 6.241 74.15 

49.62 45.81 4.233 45.38 9.326 49.57 

48.11 42,33 5.360 42.15 12.54 33.42 

46.68 38.35 6.432 40.24 15·99 22.88 

44.09 30.02 8.386 35.70 23.48 10.75 

41.78 23.18 10.13 31.65 32.00 5.30 

38.79 15·53 12.42 26.31 47.10 1.94 

36.21 10.59 14.42 21.79 66.18 0.77 

33.95 7.28 16.15 17.80 90.72 0.33 
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FIGURE 12 
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The ionic mobilities were calculated from the 

data of Kohlrausch(18) and are given in the following 

table. 

TABLE 34. 

Temp. °0. -NH4 OH NH· OH 4 -- b 

0 38.43 117.6 156.0 

10 52.64 148.9 201·5 

18 64.00 174.0 238.0 

25 73.92 195.9 269.8 

Figure 12 shows the straight line relation

ships obtained by plotting partial pressure of 

ammonia against the values of ~. Figure 13 

indioates the variation of Ka with rising ooncent

ration. In Figure 12 it will be noted that there 

is a slight wave in the points before and after 

the value of the aonaentrati on mere fuH -]reaahes 

a maxim~ This would be expeoted from equation 

(36) but the deviation from a straight line is so 

small that the assumption of almost oomplete comb

ination of ammonia with water is not invalidated. 

The values of the oonstant k are given below. 

Temp. 00 • k 

0 O.O~31 

10 0.0258 

18 0.0178 

25 0.0130 
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The deorease of k with rise in temperature is to 

b - H e expected since k M 11 since H is bound to 

decrease and Kl to increase vvi th rise in temperature. 

An investigation at high temperatures would therefore 
b 

be of interest since in that regioni will no 
1 

longer be extremely large compared to 1. 

In Figure 13 the dotted portions of the curves 

are the extrapolations to the values given in the 

literature for very dilute solutions. It will be 

noted that these extrapolations oontinue quite 

regularly from the maximum values of Ka obtained 

in the present work. A fur"ther discussion of Ka 

will be included in the following section. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION. 

It is evident that in the three systems investigated 

in this work there is a distinct variation of prop

erties. Carbon dioxide is relatively insoluble, 

weakly aCidic, and is ionized only to a slight 

extent. Sulphur dioxide is more soluble, more 

highly ionized, and strongly acidic while ammonia 

is extremely soluble, slightly ionized, and basic~ 

Due to the wide variation of the properties of 

these systems, marked differences in the types of 

equilibria existing would be expected. This has 

been found to be the case. 

Vapor pressure data shows that ammonia has 

the greatest affinity for water, sulphur dioxide 

is next, and carbon dioxide is the smallest of 

the three. For this reason it was impossible to 

reach sufficiently high oonoentrations of CO2 , with 

the means at hand, to arrive at a true measure of 

the equilibrium. Some advance has been made but 

it will be neoeasa~ to proceed to higher ooncent

rations in order to subject it to the type of 

theoretioal treatment used in the case of sulphur 

dioxide and ammonia where the change in the water 

oonoentration plays an important part. 

The relative magnitudes of the affinity of 
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of each of these gases for water may be deduoed. 

By mul tiplying the mol fraoti on of the gas present 

in the solutions investigated by the vapor pressure 

of the pure gas in the liquid state at the same 

temperature it is possible to oaloulate the vapor 

pressure if an ideal solution results. The following 

table Shows the vapor pressures obtained from this 

caloulation oompared wi th the. experimental pressures. 

Ogas is the concentration in gram mola per litre 

and the pressures are given in centimeters of Hg. 

TABLE 36. 

Ogas Peale. Pmeas• 
Pmeas• 

p oala. 
Gas 

- -- -
0.0835 3.93 85-30 21.70 

0.1393 0.29 1.97 6.79 

0.2460 1.44 0.15 0.104 

It will be noted that Pmeas• is muCh greater than 

p oalc. for 002 and 5~ and muCh less for NH3-

This is in good agreement with the data since CO2 

was found to be least combined of the three t a 

smaller amount of unoombined gas was present in 

the 802 solutions, While ammonia, to an approxim

ation, was totally combined. Henoe the vapor 

pressures of the two former gases would be greater, 

and of the latter smaller than that of a perfect 

solution. 
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It should be stated here that the partial 

vapor pressure-above solutions of ammonia is due 

to NH3 and not to NH40H as might be expected. It 

has been shown by Carpenter(46) that the amount of 

combination between ammonia and water in the vapor 

phase is much below 1%. 

On reviewing previous tables one will see 

that the values of Kat the apparent dissociation 

constant, deorease with rising temperature in the 

case of 602 and increase in the cases of CC2 and 

NH3• It will be remembered from a previous seotion 

that the constants Kat KI , and K2 are connected by 

the relati on 

and that 

1 

= ~ 1 f' Kl 

~oJ 

: ~2~ @02) 
~2S03J 

taking sulphur dioxide as an example. The more 

uncombined gas that there is in the liquid phase 

the greater will be the value of Kl • Remembering 

also that Kl was of the same order of magnitude 

as ~ ~ in the case of sulphur di oxide i t is 

possible to predict from the vapor pressures of 

002 solutions that K. would have a much larger 
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value than that of ~cD. Conversely for ammonia 

solutions KI would be much smaller than f!:2~" 

From the above faots for CO2 in equation (38) the 

term 

has the same magnitude as 1 

< 1 

It is quite plain from equation (38) that if Kl 

increases with rising temperature the value of Ka 

will decrease and vice versa. This is so in the 

case of sulphur dioxide. However in the vase of 

o~ and NH3 Ka inoreases wi th rising temperature 

and Kl decreases. It was impossible to calculate 

Kl for the C~-water systems but it was found to 

decrease in the ammonia-water systems. Also,for 

ammonia systems. Ka was found to be equal to K2. 
This follows from equation (38) also. When Kl 

K 
is extremely small the term 1 beoomes very 

small oompared to I and maY~~iBregard.'3d. Henoe 

Ka = K2 • 

A means of cheoking the temperature coefficient 

of the ionization constants is given by the thermo-

dynamio relationship 
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where Ktl is the real dissociation constant at a 

temperature tl· 

Kt 2 
is the real dissooiation oonstant 

temperature t 2• 

Q is the heat of ionization 

R is 2 calOries. 

at a 

o 0 
In the present disouBsion constants at 18 and 25 c. 
will be considered. From heat of neutralization 

data in the l1terature(49) together with the heat 

of formation of water from its ions the following 

v"lues of Q were derived at this temperature:-

NlI40H 1500 calories. 

tH2C03 3700 tt 

H2S0
3 -2200 " 

When these are expressed as follows 
+ -NH4 + OH ~ ~OH ...... 1500 cal. 

i( Hi- + HC0
3 

-) ---7 
~ ~~C03 + 3700 " ..- .. 

H + HS03 <c ! H2S0
3 

.. 2200 It 

it may be seen that a rise in te~erature for the 

fi ret two will shllft the equilibrium to the left, 

and for the latt er i t will be shifted to the. right. 

A shift to the left means an increase in the ion 

conoentration and conseqQently an increase in K
2

, 

the true ionization constant, likewise an increase 
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in Kat the apparent ionization constant. The ~p~ 

osite is true if the e~u1librium is shifted to 

the right. This coincides with the experimental 

results obtained in this work, Ka increasing with 

rising temperature in the oase of ammonia and 

carbon dioxide, and decreasing in the case of 

sulphur di oxide. 

To check the present data even farther the 

ratio of Ka (lgo)/Ka (2!)°C) was caJculated using 

equation (39). These ratios afe compared with 

those obtained by solving the ratio of the values 

of Ka obtained experimentally in the following 

table. 

TABLE 37. 
I 

Ka(lS0)/Ka (25°C.) 

Gas. Calc. 
r - ~~equation (32) Calc. from d8t~. 

8°2 

0°2 

~ 

The ratios are expressed in percent increase (+) 

or decrease (-) over the seven degree interval 

between Ii> and 25°0 •. 

For sulphur dioxide the deviation of Ka calc

ulated from equation (39) is leas than that caloul

ated from the data. For carbon dioxide and ammonia 

the opposite is true. When the faot thaj the 
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dielectric constant of water deoreases with rising 

temperature is taken into consideration, and also 

that the ionization oonstant decreases with deo-

reas1ng dielectric constant, vmioh is a well known 

e.xperimental faot,a good part of this deviation 

in the two ratios may be accounted for as follows. 

Take the case of sulphur dioxide. A 9% decrease 

in Ka is calculated from equation (39) in passing 
o 0 

from 18 to 25 C., While the actual constanta give 

a 16% deorease. Over this range of temperature 

one would be safe enough in assuming a 2% decrease 

in the ionization due to the deorease in the d1-

electric constant of water. There still remains 

a 5% decrease but this can be accounted for since 

K2 decreases with rise in temperature and Ka dec-
Kl 

reases aooordingly (from (38) ) becaus~~1 is of 
~2~ 

the same magnitude as 1. 

Consider carbon dioxide. Ka increases by 16% 

when calculated from equation (39), and only 10% 

When calculated from the data. By taking into 

accownt the change in the ionization due to the 

change in the dielectric constant of water a 14% 

increase would be obtained which leaves 4% to be 

accounted for. In this case Kl increases with rise 

in temperature causing Ka to deorease. Hence this 

4~ deviation is qualitatively accounted for. 

For ammonia a 6% increase in Ka is caloulated 



and a 5% increase is found. Correcting for the 

effect of the dielectrio constant, as in previous 

cases, a 4% increase would be the result. However 

sinoe Kl for ammonia is ve~ small and the term 
K -! becomes negligible in equation (38), and since 
~g 
Ka increases with temperature, K2 will increase 

aocordingly and a 5% inorease, as oalculated from 

the ratio of the actual constanta, will be of the 

right order of magnitude. 

It is admitted that the above treatment is 

merely qualitative but it proves that the variations 

of the constants are in the right direotions. If 

heats of neutralization were obtainable over a 

wide range of temperature and conoentration it 

would be possible to oheck the temperature ooeff

icient of the dissooiation constant at all temp

eratures investigated. Unfortunately the available 

data has all been obtained at approximately room 

temperature. 

As has been stated previously the dissociation 

constant decreases as the dielectric constant of 

water decreases with rising temperature. Hence it 

is to be expected that in the case of systems in 

whioh K2 increases with rise in temperature that 

a maximum value will be reached. 
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SUMMARY. 

The work covered in this research may be summed up 

in the following manner. 

Vapor pressure data, acourate to 0.2% has 

been obtained for solutions of sulphur dioxide, 

oarbon dioxide, and ammonia, up to and in some 

oases slightly above atmospheric pressure. Co

inoident with the vapor pressure measurements 

oonductivity measurements were made on the above 

solutions. These were accurate to 0.1%. In the 

case of sulphur dioxide the maximum concentration 

attained was 14.2%, for carbon dioxide 0.36%, and 

for ammonia 35.6%. 

The technique involved in this type of work 

has been improved in several ways. Pressures were 

measured to !.O.lm.m., and volumes were calibrated 

to 0.1 0.0. Calibrated glass mirr-or scales were 

used on the pressure guages. Large reaction 

chambers were used wnich facilitated more accurate 

preparation of dilute solutions. More attention 

was paid to the obtaining of a true equilibrium by 

means of vigorous stirring over an extended period 

of time. 

The equilibria equation 

Ogas - l!0~ -- Hp ( 1 + C~ 0 - C gas + HP) (a) 

Kl 
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has been developed and tested out. The values 

obtained for the constants H and Kl for sulphur 

dioxide have shown that in solutions of 802 at 
o 

18 c. approximately 37% of the gas in the solution 

is not combined wi th the water. At 25°0. there is 

41% unoo~bined. The above equation also showed 
o 

up hydrate formation when applied at lOoand 0 c. 
and had to be changed into the form 

--

in order to conform with the experimental facts. 

In the case of carbon dioxide where very low 

concentrations were all that were attainable and 

there was very little change in the water oonc

entration it was impossible to differentiate 

between H and Kle However when equation (a) was 

changed into the form 

-- (c) 

@2~ the term 1 + is a constant and the equation 
Kl 

(b) 

is that of a straight line. This was borne out by 

the data. 

For ammonia the values obtained for H and~l 

indicated complete oombination of the ammonia with 

water. H and Kl were very small and it was im

possible to differentiate between them. In the 
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case of complete oombination it follows that the 

equation would take the form 

--
or 

kp 

which is that of a straight line. This has been 

shown to be the case. 

The variation of the dissooiation constants 

( d) 

(e) 

with temperature has been shown to be in the right 

direction in all cases, and has been checked by 

oalculations from heat of neutral1zajion data. 
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